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LAKER LIFE, A6 GV TO HOST WEST MICHIGAN FLASH MOB AGAINST VIOLENCE
Record-breaking: GVSU students dance and have a good time at Presidents' Ball 2014. This year’s theme was James Bond 
007 and drew the largest crowd yet, with more than 4,000 tickets sold for the dance and another 500 for the dinner.
Annual ball draws largest crowd yet
GV awards faculty, staff members during event
BY CLAIRE FODELL
ASSISTANTNEWS@
LANTHORN.COM
With more than 4,000 tickets sold for the dance and 500 for the dinner, this years 
Presidents’ Ball was the 
biggest one yet — and a night 
that the Grand Valley State 
University community won’t 
soon forget.
During dinner, President 
Thomas Haas said the ball 
means a lot to him because it 
brings the GVSU community 
together.
“Each time that we have 
an opportunity to gather 
together here for dinner with 
dancing a little bit later, it 
becomes a magical moment 
for Grand Valley,” Haas said.
The theme of this year’s 
dance was James Bond 007, 
and it was seen throughout 
the event. Haas and Student 
Senate President Ricardo 
Benavidez, as well as the two 
announcers for the night, 
students Ian McDonough 
and Jon Garcia, wore Bond­
like tuxedos, complete with 
bow ties, as they walked onto 
the stage to start the night.
“We’re getting a couple of 
chuckles and we’ve both been 
on stage a lot so it’s not very 
nerve-racking,” McDonough 
said.
He and Garcia kicked off 
their witty banter with a list 
of GVSU’s achievements 
this year, including the
SEE BALL ON A5
Dancing skills: A couple dances at the Presidents' Ball on 
Friday night in the middle of a busy dance floor.
ECS continues discussion on paid leave
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
SBRZEZINSKI@LANTHORN.COM
D
uring Grand Valley State 
University’s Executive 
Committee of the Senate 
meeting on Friday, Provost 
Gayle Davis emphasized once 
again that sabbaticals are “not 
a given” as the committee 
discussed a newly imposed 
limit to the paid research 
leaves. Although sabbaticals 
are listed in the Administrative 
Manual as a faculty benefit, 
Davis said they still need to 
be approved based on certain 
criteria.
But even professors meeting 
all the qualifications might see 
their leaves postponed due to 
limited university funding.
In conjunction with the 
Research and Development 
Committee, Davis is working 
to revise the policy on 
sabbaticals, calling the current 
one a contradiction between 
funding and staffing.
“We really need to fix our 
policy,” she said. “We hope to 
have new policy to come and 
show (ECS) in the next month 
or so.”
Davis added that the 
new policy would need ECS 
cooperation and support to be 
effective.
Brian Lakey, a psychology 
professor at GVSU, 
acknowledged the importance 
of policies and procedures but 
explained that other things are 
also necessary to become a 
better university.
“I’m convinced we have the 
caring about teaching down,”
Lakey said “But I’m not 
convinced we have the caring 
about scholarship down. 
Sabbaticals must be preserved 
at all costs.”
In response to this point, 
Davis said the ECS needs to 
look at the big picture to see 
that there needs to be a balance 
between funding and staffing. 
For the first time, a cap has 
been placed on the number of 
sabbaticals that can be granted. 
Only 65 per year will be 
offered due to limited funds, 
said Davis.
According to section 2.3 of 
the Administrative Manual, 
faculty receive full salary when 
on leave for one academic 
semester, and 50 percent of 
their base salary when on leave 
for two academic semesters. 
In addition, the university 
must hire adjunct faculty to 
cover their classes, which costs 
$3,000 to $4,000 per course, 
depending on the discipline.
“I think we have to look at 
more than just Grand Valley,” 
Davis said. “We have to look at 
where we’ve been, who we are 
and what are the best practices 
in our industry. I’d love to 
find some more ways to have 
people have possible leaves for 
research.”
In a recent letter to the 
editor printed on Jan. 20, a 
sabbatical was defined as “a 
focused time for scholarship 
or creative exploration in the 
faculty member’s field” The 
letter was a collaboration
SEE FACULTY ON A2
Limited funding, old contract may prevent bus route expansion
BY CLAIRE FODELL
ASSISTANTNEWS @ LANTHORN.COM
M
embers of Student Senate met with 
The Rapid Bus Company last week 
to discuss options for expanding the 
current bus route, but it will take more than 
just one meeting to extend the lines. Right 
now, options are limited.
Vice President of the Political Affairs 
Committee Andrew Plague and Senator 
Madelaine Cleghorn presented a resolution 
that would expand the bus routes to reach 
more off-campus housing, specifically the 
housing developments being constructed on 
Pierce Street.
“Overall (they) thought that it was a good 
idea. However, their hands are kind of tied 
at the moment because of federal funding,
which is what supports The Rapid,” Cleghorn 
said.
The Rapid estimated that it would cost 
about $200,000 to expand the route to include 
the new housing developments.
“The money’s just not there to expand a 
route at this time,” Cleghorn said. “If they 
were to expand this route, it would be taking 
away from another route, or making the 
buses run less frequently.”
Although the expansion would allow 
buses to reach more students, the senate isn’t 
willing to risk slowing down the current bus 
system.
“That’s not the point, we want to do what’s 
best for the body,” Cleghorn said.
Grand Valley State University 
administrators’ hands are also tied. The
current contract with The Rapid states that 
the bus route will not go past 48th Avenue.
With the upcoming expansions of off- 
campus student housing, Cleghorn said she 
is hoping that the increased need will help 
change the contract.
She plans to find out how great the need is 
by conducting a survey similar to the Laker 
Line Study being done by The Rapid.
“I’m going to bring surveys to all of the 
Greek community that’s going to be living in 
the new housing developments next year to 
see what percentage of them would use the 
bus if it would go there,” Cleghorn said.
She will give those numbers to GVSU 
operations managers to see if that will 
influence some of the decisions from the 
administration.
In the meantime, The Rapid personnel 
who met with Cleghorn and Plague are going 
to take the proposal to their administration 
to see if a compromise can be reached.
“We’re going to keep in contact with 
them,” Cleghorn said. “The political affairs 
committee is going to make sure that we keep 
that relationship strong.”
Until further plans can be made, Cleghorn 
said the best thing students can do if they 
want to see the bus route expand is participate 
in The Rapid’s Laker Line Study at www. 
lakerline.org.
“If we can get all Grand Valley Students to 
do this, I really think that (The Rapid) might 
be able to change some things or at least get 
some more federal funding,” Cleghorn said.
Obama signs farm bill at MSU
Sen. Stabenow: greatest agriculture reform in decades
BY CARLY SIMPSON
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM
O
n a stage surrounded 
by hay bales and a 
John Deere tractor, 
President Barack Obama 
signed the Agriculture Act 
of 2014 into law on Friday at 
Michigan State University.
Agriculture is the second- 
largest industry in Michigan, 
and it supports nearly one in 
four jobs in the state.
The farm bill, written 
by Sen. Debbie Stabenow, 
D-Mich., will benefit farmers 
throughout the country, 
Obama said.
Stabenow agreed, calling 
it a reform bill.
“It contains the greatest 
reforms in agriculture 
programs in decades,” she 
said..
It was a private event, but 
a group of about 500 farmers, 
students and local officials 
were invited to watch Obama 
sign the farm bill.
The five-year measure 
will end direct payment 
subsidies to farmers, which 
have allowed people to 
receive benefits whether they 
were planting crops or not. 
Stabenow said that fixing this 
loophole will cut government 
deficit by $23.3 billion.
The farm bill will replace 
direct payment subsidies
with crop insurance that will 
extend to “specialty crops,” 
such as cherries, apples, 
blueberries and asparagus.
“Despite its name, the farm 
bill is not just about helping 
farmers,” Obama said. “It’s a 
jobs bill, an innovation bill, an 
infrastructure bill, a research 
bill, a conservation bill.”
Obama jokingly called 
the bill a Swiss Army knife 
and compared it to baseball 
player Mike Trout.
“It’s somebody who’s 
got a lot of tools,” he said. 
“It multitasks. It’s creating 
more good jobs, gives
SEE OBAMA ON A5 Nurturing the future: President Barack Obama signs the Agriculture Act of 2014, written by Michigan Sen. Debbie Stabenow, Friday at Michigan State University.
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GV honors 36 professors for service
New award presented in honor of first African American graduates
*2 N E ws
Laud and honor: Provost Gayle Davis and President Thomas Haas present 
professor Paul Jorgensen an award for serving an outstanding 25 years at GVSU.
BY QABRIELLA PATTI
GPATTI@LANTHORN.COM
T
here are 864 regular faculty members 
at Grand Valley State University. On 
Tuesday, 36 of them were honored 
at the seventh annual Faculty Awards 
Convocation.
The ceremony honored faculty 
members’ service to the university and to 
students.
“We have a room full, really a campus 
full, of truly amazing teachers,” Provost 
Gayle Davis said. “The payoff is getting to 
see students grow, develop and become 
the active citizens of the world that we are 
proud to watch.”
Davis presided over the event and 
President Thomas J. Haas assisted in 
presenting the awards. Students from the 
GVSU Opera Theatre performed during 
the ceremony.
This year, a new award was added to 
the Pew Awards for Excellence. The Burch, 
Jacobs and Moore Diversity Teaching 
Excellence Award was presented to Rachel 
Peterson, assistant professor of liberal 
studies.
The award was established to recognize 
faculty who encourage diversity within 
the GVSU community. The award is 
named for the first African American 
graduates at GVSU. Joan Burch, Annie 
Jacobs, and James Moore were members 
of the Pioneer Class of 1967.
“We are humbled by the great work of 
our faculty,” said Robert Smart, executive 
director of the Center for Scholarly and 
Creative Excellence.
The CSCE presented awards to Rachel 
Powers, David Stark, Cynthia Coviak, 
Shannon Biros and Amanda Dillard. 
Professor Bradley Ambrose received
the University Outstanding Teacher 
Award. He was nominated for his work 
in the physics department and for being a 
model for students and faculty.
“This is an honor because I have been 
selected by my peers, and also by alumni 
and students, who have been supporting 
me and getting my name out there to be 
selected,” Ambrose said. “It is a real honor 
to be selected. I feel even more inspired to 
give and continue to improve.”
Mathematics professor Matthew 
Bodkins, received the Outstanding Advising 
and Student Services Award and gave the 
keynote address, "Every Student Counts.”
“A university cannot exist without our 
students,” Boelkins said about why he and 
his fellows invest time in GVSU. “Our 
students are central to our identity. We 
have to remind ourselves every day that 
what we are here for is for our students and 
to make a positive difference in their lives.”
Milestone awards were presented
for 25, 30 and 40 years of service. 
Professor of management Samir T. 
IsHak was honored for reaching the 
first 45-year milestone at GVSU.
“This really is an event that warms the 
heart,” Davis said. “It is good to stop and 
celebrate the achievements of the faculty.”
The Pew Faculty Teaching and 
Learning Center gave awards to Steven 
Hawks, Matthew Reidsma, Timothy 
Evans, Mandy Menke, Terry Stockton and 
Ayana Weekley.
Other awards presented:
Outstanding Community Service 
Award: Shawn Bultsma, assistant
professor of leadership and learning
Outstanding University Service 
Award: Karen Gipson, associate professor 
of physics
Distinguished Contribution in a 
Discipline Award: Deborah Herrington 
and Figen Mekik
Uantfiorn
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CONTINUED FROM A1 
between six professors from 
the College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences. Several were guests 
at the ECS meeting to discuss 
the points they had made, 
particularly the importance of 
sabbaticals for both students 
and professors.
“We are expressing how 
important we think sabbaticals 
are to the university’s mission 
and to our role as teachers, 
our role as researchers and as 
scholars,” history professor 
Paul Murphy said. “It falls 
under the GVSU philosophy of 
shared governance.”
Murphy presented his 
idea to form a task force 
to answer questions about 
funding, which he said is the 
main issue with providing 
sabbaticals. He said there are 
two main questions the ECS
should address: How does 
the university determine that 
there is inadequate funding, 
and how can the faculty deal 
with it?
“The policy is the balancing 
of different interests and 
different missions in the 
university, and even different 
ways to support research,” 
Murphy said.
Dan Golembeski, modem 
languages and literatures 
professor, expressed his 
concern that faculty need to be 
included in making decisions 
involving inadequate funding 
because these decisions will 
affect them.
“There is no mechanism 
to explain what inadequate 
funding is,” he said. “There’s no 
task force. The administration 
really has to take it seriously 
that faculty, staff, even students 
be included in decision 
processes.”
NEWS
BRIEFS
Injury clinic offers free services to GV students
Students at Grand Valley State University now have access to 
free sport-related injury evaluation, treatment and referral ser­
vices at the Injury Care Clinic. The clinic, which opened Jan. 13, 
is located in the Fieldhouse Arena room 145B. No appointments 
are necessary. Ethan Cunningham, a graduate of GVSU's ath­
letic training program who now works for Metro Health Sports 
Medicine, will staff the clinic. It will be open from 2 p.m. to 6 
p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays andThursdays, and from 4 p.m. 
to 8 p.m. onTuesdays.
Art exhibit showcases media's views of women, beauty
Women and Gender Studies and Communications majors part­
nered up to create the art exhibit, "Love Your Body." Women 
were photographed twice for the exhibit: once in a natural set­
ting and once in full makeup. The pictures, taken by Makenna 
Brooke Runion, showcase the students' perceptions of how 
social media reinforces popular media's unrealistic views of 
women and beauty. The photos will be featured in the exhibi­
tion room on the atrium floor of the Mary Idema Pew Library 
from Feb. 9 to March 9. An opening reception will be held Feb. 
18 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Professor to share research on energy in Africa
Erik Nordman, professor of natural resources management at 
Grand Valley State University, will give a presentation, "Africa! 
The Next Renewable Energy Frontier," on Feb. 11.The event is a 
part of the Energy Climate Speaker Series hosted by the Michi­
gan Alternative and Renewable Energy Center in Muskegon. 
Nordman will present at noon at MAREC and at 6:30 p.m. at 
the L. William Seidman Center in Grand Rapids. He researched 
renewable energy at Kenyatta University in Nairobi, Kenya in 
2012.
Peace Corps information session to be held at GV
Students interested in volunteering with the Peace Corps should 
attend the "Gain Real World Experience: Peace Corps Informa­
tion Session." The event is taking place tomorrow from 7 p.m. 
to 8 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center room 2266. Kera Halvorson, a 
representative from the Johnson Center for Philanthropy, will 
talk about volunteer experiences, answer questions and guide 
students through the application process. Halvorson served in 
Ghana from 2010 to 2012 doing HIV testing, Malaria education 
programs and basic sanitation projects. Registration is not re­
quired to attend the event.
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most 
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we 
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in 
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by 
emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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Environmental impact: The Grand Valley State University Women's Center hosts its third annual Women & Environment Symposium event, which explored the effect fracking has on the 
environment with a lecture by biologist and author Sandra Steingraber. Fracking is the process of obtaining natural gases trapped in the earth and bringing them to the surface to be used.
Women and Environment Symposium hosted at GV
GV Women's Center hosts third annual conference, biologist explores effects of fracking on the environment
BY ERIN GROGAN
EGROGAN@LANTHORN.COM
Its official name is high-volume, slick- 
water horizontal hydraulic fracturing. 
Most people skip the mouthful and call it 
fracking.
Sandra Steingraber, biologist and au­
thor, used personal and scientific data 
to describe the effects of fracking on the 
environment and human rights during 
her keynote address at the third annual 
Women and the Environment Symposium. 
The event was held Friday at Grand Valley 
State University.
„ , ' . r i
Steingraber read excerpts from her es­
say “Coffee in Jail,” which describes her
time in Chemung County Jail in Elmira, 
N.Y. She was held for civil disobedience 
after protesting fracking.
“I want to speak of (fracking) as kind 
of an emblem of our environmental situ­
ation, but also literally,” Steingraber said. 
“It’s a source, I think, of our problems at 
this moment right now in human history.”
Fracking is the process of obtaining 
natural gases trapped inside shale rock 
formations under the earth and removing 
them for use on the surface. For horizon­
tal fracking to work, water, chemicals and 
sand need to be pumped into the shale. 
“As a form of fossil fuel extraction it
turns the earth inside out and buries the
/itr,Tt«*:lfl r*
resources that are vital to life — namely 
our fresh drinking water,” Ste­
ingraber said. “And it brings to 
the surface subterranean sub­
stances like methane, but also 
radioactive material and heavy 
metals, that were once locked 
away and will now need to be 
contained. We haven’t solved 
that problem at all. In fact, it’s 
an unsolvable problem.”
Toxic chemicals released 
during the process can leak 
into the water system and soil 
around the areas where frack­
ing takes place. Fracking does not only af-
It's a source... 
of our
problems at 
this moment...
STEINGRABER
BIOLOGIST
feet the environment, Steingraber said, it 
also affects human rights and- 
health.
Steingraber said fracking 
has been linked to asthma, can-! 
cer, heart attacks and stroke.! 
In addition, she said, there is 
emerging data linking it to 
preterm births, low birth rates; 
and increased risks for cardiac 
birth defects among newborns, 
“I want to suggest a framer! 
work for the environmental 
crisis,” Steingraber said. “And t
!<
SEE FRACKING ON Af
Honors class re-enacts French Revolution
BY PETER CHHUM
PCHHUM@LANTHORN.COM
It is 1889. The “Exposi­
tion Universelle” is going on 
in Paris as the Eiffel Tower 
is about to be erected. Only 
this time, it’s in a classroom.
In an Honors Europe­
an Civilization course at 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity, students are not just 
being taught history, they 
are re-enacting it.
Students are immersed 
in various time periods 
throughout European his­
tory as they are given a 
character to act in a series 
of role-playing games. They 
experience historic mo­
ments ranging from the 
invention of democracy in 
ancient Athens, to Machia- 
velli and the Florentine Re­
naissance.
In this particular case, 
it’s the French Revolution. 
The name of the game is 
“Reacting to the Past.”
The pedagogy was cre­
ated a decade ago by Mark 
Carnes, a history professor 
at Barnard College of Co­
lumbia University, and has
SEE HONORS 0NA5
Hands-on learning: Grand Valley State University Honors student Rachel Felsenfeld role plays during her fellow student’s 
European Civilization course, the students are not only taught the history, but also have the opportunity to re-enact it.
presentation. For the Honors
Nearly 200 companies to attend career fair
GV Career Center to host local businesses to network with students, provide job, intership opportunities^
BY BEN GLICK
BGLICK@LANTHORN.COM
With graduation season fast 
approaching, many students can 
finally look forward to earning 
their degree after years of hard 
work. So now what?
On Feb. 11, Grand Valley State 
University will host the winter ca­
reer fair to help answer that very 
question. The event takes place 
in the DeVos Place Convention 
Center on Monroe Avenue from 
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
The biannual event is expect­
ed to draw attendees of all class 
standings and majors to the near­
ly 200 companies representing a
variety of fields and industries. 
Some of the companies include 
Spectrum Health, IBM, Wolver­
ine International and 
Fox 17 News.
Students and 
alumni who plan to 
attend should expect 
to bring resumes and 
dress appropriately 
for a professional en­
vironment.
Beginning this se­
mester, the career fair 
is offering a career 
exploration time be­
ginning at 12:15 p.m.
Here, participants will take part 
in a less formal, relaxed event
that will help them get the most 
out of their career fair experi­
ence.
“You’re probably 
only going to get two 
minutes with these 
companies," said Su­
san Proctor, employer 
development manag­
er at the Career Cen­
ter. “In general it’s 
best to project your­
self as best as you can 
and put your best foot 
forward.”
Students who are 
interested in taking 
part^n the career exploration 
ill be shown how to con­
It’s never too 
early to start 
thinking about 
your career.
SUSAN PROCTOR
CAREER CENTER
struct resumes and navigate the 
environment.
Even if graduation is still far 
off, Proctor said it is important 
that students begin thinking 
about their futures.
“It’s never too early to start 
thinking about your career,” she 
said.
The companies in attendance 
represent an estimated 8,000 in­
ternships and full-time positions 
that are potentially available to 
attendees. The advantage in at­
tending the fair is evident when 
roughly 1,400 people are expect­
ed to take part.
However, that does not mean
that it ® easy to land a job the
first time one attends the fair 
Mitchell Grewer, who will grading 
ate in December 2014 with a B.Aj- 
in Management Information Sy$*i 
terns, attended three semesters* 
of career fairs before landing a£ 
internship for Cargo.
“Attending the fair helps a lot£ 
he said. “The goal of an educj£ 
tion is to get a job, and the best 
way of doing that is getting you> 
name out, but you have to stan£ 
out, and a big part of that is te! 
get as much face time as possible 
with employers." £
Interacting with as many em£ 
ployers as possible increases flj
0 SEE CAREER ON Af
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'Reacting to the Past' and the future of
BY JOE HOGAN
JHOGAN@LANTHORN.COM
When students choose to 
attend GVSU, its often because 
they are sold on the kind of 
education it provides: one that 
promises small class sizes, 
close work with professors, 
and a general sense that they 
wont just be a “number.” Also, 
students are often compelled 
by the tact that this young 
university is, for them, a kind 
of frontier: though there are 
indeed plenty of groups and 
movements to join, students 
can still found organizations 
and lead movements that will 
cultivate GVSUs image in the
world and define its identity.
This sense of discovery is 
closely linked to the liberal arts 
education that the university 
provides: the study of culture, 
the humanities, the sciences 
that are all meant to give 
students a robust education so 
that they might do something 
greater than just “get a job”— 
they can be leaders, shapers of 
their university and the world. 
Professors have been able 
to provide this unique kind 
of education by prioritizing 
innovation in teaching over 
research. In Peter Chhum’s 
article “Honors Re-enacts 
French Revolution” about a 
new pedagogical method called 
“Reacting to the Past” (RTTP), 
we find an example of this 
brand of innovation. RTTP is 
used by professors in the Hon­
ors College, in particular Pro­
fessor Galbraith of the history 
department, who wish to place 
their students in the historical
moments that they intend to 
study. In class, students take on 
the role of the key players of 
each moment—when study­
ing the French Revolution, for 
instance, students become Jaco­
bins, Feuillants, members of the 
French clergy and the hungry 
crowd Students use class time 
to debate as the leaders of the 
Revolution would—not to 
re-enact the past but create it 
anew, resurrect the period and 
battle again over the issues that 
defined it
My own experience as a stu­
dent in the inaugural semester 
of RTTP in the Honors College 
has led me to this conclusion: 
that RTTP encapsulates what is 
best about the kind of educa­
tion that can be had at GVSU. 
Here are my reasons.
1) To succeed in RTTP, 
students must understand the 
ideas of a certain time period 
not simply to regurgitate them 
on a test, but rather to make
use of them in creative ways: 
to debate, to recreate history. 
Thus, in order to be effective, 
students need to understand 
the nuances of each sides 
views—to acquire a deep 
knowledge not only of the ideas 
but also the beliefs, passions 
and convictions that drove each 
group. The results are manifold: 
students become better rhetori­
cians, capable of understanding 
the many sides of any debate in 
order to develop an informed 
and nuanced argument; 
perhaps more importantly, stu­
dents also develop genuine em­
pathy by having to internalize 
the beliefs and passions of each 
side, by having to acknowledge 
the fundamental humanity of 
their opponents. These are the 
intended consequences of any 
worthwhile liberal arts educa­
tion.
2) RTTP reveals to students 
that history is not merely 
driven by the virtue of good
ideas. Instead, students real­
ize that important historical 
moments have been defined 
by myriad factors: at their 
worst, the influence of petty 
politics, ruthlessness, hatred 
obstinacy, ideological entrench­
ment, human frailty; at their 
best, the victory of selflessness, 
courage, humanitarianism, 
and principled compromise. 
Students come to these realiza­
tions by living them. In the 
game, students must make and 
break alliances, and experience 
the temptation to distort the 
views of their opponents. These 
temptations amplify the impor­
tance of ethics in debate and 
apply clearly to the issues being 
discussed in culture today.
As I have said RTTP is 
the perfect kind of education 
for students at GVSU. Why? 
Among many other reasons, 
RTTP is perfect because it 
reveals to students their own 
authentic capacity to effect real
GVSU
change in culture—to have a vi­
sion for the world and be bold 
enough to enact it. But this 
realization is accompanied by 
many others: the importance of 
civil debate and rhetorical skill, 
of empathy and fair-minded­
ness, of the virtues of compro­
mise but also of the occasional 
necessity to be uncompromis­
ing. These are the values that 
the liberal arts are meant to 
inculcate, not only that, they 
are the values that GVSU needs 
to instill in students who will 
continue to shape its image and 
develop its culture. If GVSU 
will continue to expand and 
improve, it will be because stu­
dents have developed a culture 
of intellectual confidence and 
spirited debate. That is why we 
should encourage more profes­
sors to make use of RTTP and 
any other innovative pedagogy 
that enhances the effects of a 
liberal arts education.
QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
00 YOU THINK PROFESSOR SABBATICALS 
SHOULD BE A HIGH OR LOW PRIORITY AT 
GVSU?
"I think that they should be a 
high priority because it lets 
professors be enriched and 
learn more whenever they 
travel."
BRIANNA MISKOWSKI
Sophomore 
Biomedical Sciences 
Lake Orion, Mich.
"I think high. It is important for 
them to increase their knowl­
edge by going somewhere."
JAKE BAT
Sophomore
Finance/lnternational Business 
New Lenox, Mich.
"Low priority because we 
should be paying them to teach 
the students not to teach them­
selves."
SARA KRAHEL
Freshman 
Journalism 
Canton, Mich.
"I think it depends on the rea­
son for leave."
JOSHUA OESTERLING
Freshman 
Business 
Haslett. Mich
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorris opinion page is to act 
as a forum for public discussion, 
comment and criticism in the Grand 
Valley State University community. 
Student opinions published here do 
not necessarily reflect those of the 
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley lanthorn aims 
to be a safe vehicle for community 
discussion. The I an thorn will not 
publish or entertain any forms of 
hate speech, but will not discriminate 
against any other views, opinions or 
beliefs. The content information and 
views expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those of 
the university, its Board of Trustees, 
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the 
opinion page appear as space 
permits, and are reserved for letters 
to the editor only, all other reader­
generated content can be submitted 
to the Grand Valley Lanthorris 
Your Space page by emailing 
community^lan thom.com.
Letters to the editor should 
indude the authors full name and 
relevant title along with a valid email 
and phone number for confirming the 
identity of the author. Letters should 
be approximately 500-650 words in 
length, and are not edited by the staff 
of the Grand Valley Lanthom outside 
of technical errors for danty
To make a submission, email 
at editorial@>lanthorn.com or by 
dropping off your submission in 
person at:
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER 
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401 
616-826-8276
Got something to say? 
WeTI listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com
VALLEY VOTE
Do you think religious literacy 
should be a priority for GVSU?
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EDITORIAL
RIPPLE EFFECT
Decreased availability of sabbaticals is not just a problem for faculty, but for students, 
too. We encourage GVSU to prioritize sabbaticals so quality teaching isn't sacrificed.
Back in the fall, we published an edi­
torial (“Hit Refresh”) requesting Grand 
Valley State University’s professors to 
engage in activities that would keep 
them updated in their ever-changing 
fields. A Lanthorn article titled “Teach­
ing Teachers” indicated that university 
faculty members, unlike many in other 
professions, are not required to com­
plete a certain amount of “continuing 
education credits” during their careers 
to ensure that their knowledge is ex­
panding with their disciplines.
We expressed a concern that some 
professors do not remain up-to-date in 
their fields, which have likely changed 
since professors left them 30,20 and 
even 10 years ago. When they devote all 
their time to teaching — as they should 
— its no wonder that some lack the 
time and energy to engage in continu­
ing education and adjusting to the 
advancements in their fields.
One of the only opportunities that 
GVSU had in place to encourage pro­
fessors to update their skills and gain 
contemporary field experience was that 
of sabbaticals. Eligible professors could 
earn paid leave to conduct research and
field work if they met certain criteria, 
and the number of available sabbaticals 
had no limit.
To our disappointment, the univer­
sity imposed a new policy last semester 
that limited sabbaticals to 65 per year 
due to funding and staffing issues. We 
believe GVSU will only hurt itself and 
its students with this policy change.
As Provost Gayle Davis is reported 
to have said in Stephanie Brzezinskis 
article “Provost walks tightrope, balanc­
ing funds, faculty research,” sabbaticals 
are “not a given,” which may be dis­
heartening to hear for some professors.
But it should be even more concern­
ing for students.
Hands-on research and immer­
sion in their fields is the best way to 
keep faculty knowledge current and 
relevant, especially as new discover­
ies and technological advancements 
continue to change the disciplines from 
year to year. Sure, professors can learn 
about the new skills required through 
textbooks alongside their students, but 
there’s something to be said about the 
value of field experience. Or at least the 
credibility that comes with it.
When we sit down in class to learn 
that our professor hasn’t focused exclu­
sively on fresh research or practiced in 
the field since 1950, there’s an immedi­
ate concern about what the professor 
could possibly offer us outside textbook 
theory and knowledge of outdated 
practices. A potential lack of contempo­
rary know-how could prevent us from 
being up-to-speed when we’re prepar­
ing to search for jobs, and as fresh col­
lege graduates, our learned skills could 
already be obsolete.
Thus, professors would be more 
valuable to students after they’ve gone 
on sabbatical and taken the time to 
update their skills or knowledge base. 
Limiting the number of sabbaticals 
each year would not only hurt profes­
sors, but students, too.
As is such, we want to encourage 
GVSU administrators to examine the 
university budget to determine if cuts 
could be made elsewhere. We have to 
make sure that, as a university, quality 
teaching — not just “teaching” alone 
— is our No. 1 priority. It is a value that 
cannot be compromised or sacrificed.
GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I LEAH FISHWICK
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The problems with noise in
BY RICK LOWE
RLOWE@LANTHORN.COM
My friends, roommates 
and classmates know me to 
be a fairly quiet individual. I’ll 
hide in my room and type or 
play The Sims, listen to some 
music. I’m a mellow, laid-back 
person to live with.
Except when games get 
involved. See, I’m competitive. 
I’m also determined to win. 
Losing cranks this determi­
nation up. Frequent losses 
enrage me, and “Rick maybe 
you should take a break” is 
met with “I’ll take a break 
when I beat this stupid game!” 
Of course, when you run up 
against people online who are
A) ten times better than you or
B) in some sort of God-mode 
because they’re bad at thel
game unless they’re invincible 
and able to fly, all you can re­
ally do is quit
So one night during my 
junior year here, I was waiting 
for The Sims to finish saving 
(I swear, every new Sims game 
takes longer and longer to 
save and load) and I heard the 
guy in the apartment above 
me yelling at a game. Exple­
tives were involved, which I 
shall replace with sugary food 
items: “You’ve gotta be Twix- 
ing me! What the Mounds! 
.Stupid Butterfinger!”
I do love Butterfingers. 
Messy things, but so tasty.
It’s around midnight, so I 
think at that point I grabbed 
my PSP and put Dissidia in 
for a while, until I couldn’t 
look at the screen anymore. I 
look over at my dock. Almost 
2 a.m., I think. Mr. Upstairs 
is still going strong. “Kit-Kat- 
sucking Musketeers! I will 
Hershey your Almond Joy!”
This loudness went on until 
four, I kid you not. 4 a.m. Not 
lying to you here. How late 
other pebple stay up is ffieir
business. What they do is their 
business. But yelling in an 
apartment full of people at 4 
a.m. is begging to have your 
door kicked in and your TV 
thrown out the window.
I would have knocked on 
his door, had I known which 
apartment he was in. It was 
too late at night for me to have 
composed myself though, 
and I think it was better that 
I didn’t, because with his 
fuming rage from losing to 
his game, and my volatile state 
from not being able to sleep 
when I wanted to...
I wonder if I should have, 
though. If I should have com­
plained or something. Doesn’t 
it feel like tattling, though? 
When I was a kid, tattling was 
viewed as worse than bullying. 
It was a “take it if you can’t dish 
it out” scenario, or something 
like that. And I feel like, enter­
ing the adult world, it’s lame to 
get other people to solve your 
problems for you when you 
could be actively solving them 
yourself. By throwing TVs 
out of windows and watching
college
the yelling owners expression 
break into as many pieces as 
their hardware.
O.k, NO, I did not actually 
break the guy’s property. At 
most, I considered knocking 
on his door and telling him 
what a jerk he was being, and 
part of me wanted to do it at 
she in the morning just to spite 
him. I ended up not doing a 
thing about it, because as I 
laid there listening to him, I 
started to ask myself “Is that 
what I sound like? Am I that 
annoying?” I know my family 
hated it. When I heard Mr. 
Upstairs doing it, I started to 
hate it myself.
Nowadays I try to keep my 
ranting calm and poisonous, 
rather than loud and belliger­
ent. I try to hiss instead of roar. 
I like to lower my voice when 
I’m on the headset and spew 
clever, loquacious insults at the 
cheaters, then laugh my head 
off when they disconnect and 
I hear other people cheering. 
It’s happened, believe me. Still, 
it feels good to let off some 
steam every now and then.
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BALL
CONTINUED FROM A1
Laker football team beating rivals Saginaw 
Valley State University in back-to-back 
weekends, being ranked the most environ­
mentally friendly university in the state and 
Haas winning the “Movember” competition.
The recognition didn’t end there; three 
other awards were given out during the 
dinner segment of the event.
First was the Student Award for Faculty 
Excellence, given to Mary DeYoung, a soci­
ology professor at GVSU.
“If my word isn’t good enough, she has 
an almost perfect score on www.ratemy- 
professor.com,” said Anthony Clemons, 
Student Senate vice president for diversity 
affairs.
Later in the program, the Laker of the 
Year award was given to the director of in­
ternational student and scholar services, 
Kate Stoetzner.
“Kate puts her whole heart and soul into
this university,” said Student Senate Vice 
President for Finance Samantha Conrad.
This year’s President’s Award was give 
to Capt. Brandon DeHaan, assistant direc­
tor of DPS. DeHaan has been a member the 
GVSU community for almost 30 years.
“For those entire 30 years he has dedi­
cated everything he has to Grand Valley, to 
our community,” Benavidez said.
During dinner, there were performances 
by GVSU’s Tribal Fusion Belly Dance group 
and Crossbow, a student-led Celtic band.
“Each year, what I really have a sense of 
is the great talent that we have here, and you 
can see it on the stage tonight,” Haas said.
Crossbow, who also performed at the 
Presidents’ Ball last year, chose a Bond med­
ley to play during the dinner. This was Tribal 
Fusion’s first appearance at the dance.
“It was so exciting,” said Kelsey Best of 
Tribal Fusion. “This is my fifth year with 
the club and I have never danced in such an 
extravagant setting. It made me proud to be 
up there.”
Improving future: President Barack Obama addresses a crowd that gathered at Michigan 
State University on Friday to watch him sign Sen. Debbie Stabenow's Agriculture Act.
OBAMA
CONTINUED FROM A1
more Americans a shot at 
opportunity.”
Stabenow agreed, and 
went further, calling it an 
export, research, energy, 
economic development, 
conservation, nutrition 
and deficit reduction bill.
Despite its accolades, 
the bipartisan bill took 
three years to get through 
Congress. Most of the 
bill’s $100 billion per year 
cost is for the politically 
controversial food stamp 
program.
Conservatives wanted 
to see larger cuts made
than the $8 billion that was 
approved. Originally they 
had fought for a $40 billion 
reduction. Republican 
lawmakers were invited 
to attend the bill signing, 
but none accepted the 
invitation.
More than half of 
all American adults 
experience poverty at some 
point in their lives, Obama 
said. He added, “They’re 
not looking for a handout, 
these folks, they’re looking 
for a hand up.”
He noted that 85 
percent of rural counties in 
the U.S. are experiencing 
“persistent poverty.”
“There are a lot of big
producers who are doing 
really well, but there are 
even more small farms, 
family farms, where folks 
are just scratching out a 
living and increasingly 
vulnerable to difficulties,” 
Obama said.
In an effort to help 
these rural areas, Obama 
announced the launch 
of the “Made in Rural 
America” initiative. The 
program will work to 
help rural businesses 
expand, hire and sell more 
products.
“We’ve got great products 
here that need to be sold, and 
we can do even more to sell 
around the world,” he said.
HONORS
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since spread throughout the U.S. It is now 
used at more than 300 institutions in nu­
merous disciplines.
The games juxtapose creative role-play­
ing with traditional research and allow 
students to become fully immersed in the 
lesson. All Reacting to the Past 
games are based on education­
al objectives.
In order for students to ful­
fill their victory and essentially 
win the games, they must con­
duct library research on their 
role, give persuasive speeches, 
collaborate, and most impor­
tantly, think creatively.
GVSU freshman Evan Wal­
lace finds Reacting to the Past 
an innovative lesson and en­
joys the process.
“I learn a lot and at the same time I get to 
act like I’m someone else,” Wallace said. “You 
get a role sheet and character, and you try to 
become the actual character in class. As far as 
the prize at the end of the game, you definitely 
get a better grade the better you play.”
The atypical learning experience was pio­
neered at GVSU by history professor Gretch-
en Galbraith. The class is team-taught by 
Galbraith, professor and art historian Ellen 
Adams, and French professor David Eick.
In these games, Adams and Eick are not just 
regular professors; they also take on a role. Ad­
ams serves the role of the “Game Master” for 
this particular “Art in Paris” game.
“It is a way for students to experience the 
art of the French Revolution at this time in 
France,” Adams said. “Their re­
sponses to an art exhibition are 
ultimately debating the future 
of art in Paris, right as the Eiffel 
Tower is going to go up.”
Students play the roles of 
famous French artists such as 
Claude Monet, Georges Seurat 
and Gustave Moreau.
As the students proverbially 
play, the professors monitor.
“We’re kind of coaches and 
referees,” Eick said. “Students be­
come so engaged in the game they 
exceed our expectations.”
The game has been highly supported 
by Jeff Chamberlain, director of the Hon­
ors College, and has also received support 
from the Pew Faculty Teaching and Learn­
ing Center, the department of modern 
languages and literatures and the history 
department.
I learn a lot 
and...get to 
act like lfm 
someone else
.'»! i ^-try^Torf}
EVAN WALLACE
FRESHMAN
CAREER
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a student’s chances of landing a job or intern­
ship in their field, even if it isn’t in 
the industry they might expect.
“There are some things that 
you may not expect,” Proctor 
said. “There are a variety of jobs 
offered by different industries.
An engineering firm may need 
someone who’s good with com­
munication and writing, and 
health providers may need tech­
nicians.”
But even if students do not 
end up attending this semester’s 
event, they are encouraged to 
speak with their career advisers who help to 
build resumes and pick classes that will help 
them become more marketable.
The career fair has been successful in the 
past, and Proctor said GVSU students have an 
advantage in the workplace.
“Employers interact with the university 
because they think that Grand 
Valley students are especially well 
prepared,” she said.
But that still leaves the rest up 
to the student, who is responsible 
for taking the initiative and seek­
ing out career opportunities early.
“A lot of students will put off 
thinking about their careers until 
graduation, but we can help you 
gain experience and find oppor­
tunities that are applicable to your 
academic pursuits,” Proctor said. 
For a full listing of employers 
that will attend the event or more information 
on scheduling a visit, view the Career Center 
website at www.gvsu.edu/careers.
There are 
some things 
that you may 
not expect.
SUSAN PROCTOR
CAREER CENTER
FRACKING
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“I want to suggest we think 
of the environmental crisis 
as a human rights crisis.”
She discussed whether 
fracking should be limited 
or completely banned. One 
option often discussed 
is mitigated fracking, 
or making fracking less 
harmful through monitor­
ing and regulations.
“Mitigated fracking may 
indeed kill fewer people 
than non-mitigated frack­
ing, but it still kills more 
people than no fracking,” 
she said. “I would argue that 
killing people is still wrong.”
Steingraber ended her 
speech with advice to 
women in the audience.
“You all have different 
skill sets,” she said. “You’re
all majoring in different 
things and we need those 
skills. If you get over­
whelmed with the magni­
tude of the problem, just 
remember that it s not your 
job alone to take care of it 
alone. We’re going to need 
all of us. We’re all musi­
cians in this great human 
orchestra. It’s time to play 
to save the human sym­
phony.”
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Diversity: The platform for the Midwest Bisexual Lesbian Gay Transgender Ally College Conference — an event the Grand Valley State University club "Out ‘N’ About" attended this weekend — 
was colorfully decorated to suit the occasion. The conference took place in Kansas City, Mo., lasted three days, and is the largest LGBTA college conference in the nation.
Out ¥ About club connects with other LGBTA groups at conference
BY ERIKA COLLIN
ECOLLIN @ LANTHORN.COM
W
ithout the or­
ganization Out 
‘N’ About, Leslie 
Boker wouldn’t have the 
perfect safe place. Without 
this, Boker wouldn’t have 
many close friends. With­
out this, Boker wouldn’t 
have found a partner of two 
and a half years, and they 
wouldn’t be engaged.
“We’re really into build­
ing connections with people 
and making sure that every­
body has somebody to talk 
to no matter what is going 
on,” said Boker, president of 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity’s Out ‘N’ About. “For me,
it changed everything, and I 
know that it can do that for 
other people too.”
Out ‘N’ About is an or­
ganization that offers a “safe 
space” to anyone in need, 
specifically LGBTQIA stu­
dents (lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, queer, ques­
tioning, intersex, asexual 
and allies).
“We’re here for anybody 
who wants to be in a safe 
space regardless of who 
they are,” club treasurer 
Scott Trumbo said. “We just 
want to cater to that and 
just make sure that every­
body feels safe.”
This weekend, the organi­
zation attended the Midwest
Bisexual Lesbian Gay Trans­
gender Ally College Confer­
ence in Kansas City, Mo.
“One of the best things 
about the conference is that 
you know that people are go­
ing to respect your identity,” 
Boker said.
The three-day conference, 
which is the largest LGBTA 
college conference in the na­
tion, consisted of more than 
90 educational workshops 
that focused on various top­
ics affecting the LGBTA com­
munity. Speakers also pre­
sented to the 1,700 attending 
students.
For the first time, Out ‘N’ 
About sent four students to 
the conference, and it plans
to bring students every year 
from here on out.
Boker intends to present 
at next years conference in 
Chicago.
“I want to talk about vi­
sualizing gender,” Boker 
said. “Making metaphors 
for gender that people can 
understand.”
The weekly Wednesday 
meetings in the Kirkhof Cen­
ter at 9 p.m. consist of talk­
ing about LGBTQIA-related 
issues, community-building 
activities and event planning.
The most recent event 
was the drag fashion show in 
October, which helped raise 
money to attend the confer­
ence. The club will also host
its popular Pride Prom on 
April 4 at 7 p.m. in the Kirk­
hof Center Pere Marquette 
Room. The prom allows peo­
ple to bring their partners to 
a dance, which is an oppor­
tunity that some didn’t have 
in high school. This year’s 
theme is “supermarket,” 
which will tie in with a food 
drive to be held at the dance.
The organization em­
braces the support it receives 
from the university and other 
on-campus organizations. 
The GVSU Student Senate is 
currently pushing for more 
gender neutral bathrooms, 
which is something Out ‘N’ 
About has always reinforced.
“We’ve been really sup­
portive of the Student Sen­
ate moving in that direction,” 
Trumbo said.
Out ‘N’ About looks to 
change the gender-related 
expectations in the conser­
vative West Michigan area 
through the organization and 
the support of others.
“We’re building com­
munity for LGBT students. 
Community that they might 
not have had at home, or the 
support that they might not 
have had at home,” Boker 
said. “Here we’ve got more 
than one resource, we’ve 
got the LGBT center and 
our organization, and the 
school can be relied on to 
help advocate for us.”
Women's Center plans flash mob
GV raises awareness of domestic and sexual violence
BY MADDIE FORSHEE
MFORSHEE@LANTHORN.COM
I
f you’ve ever wanted the 
chance to be a part of a 
flash mob, your dream 
can become a reality. On 
FriURF'Feb. 14,*5WRd Val­
ley Universit^gMjli
host “West MichiganTiser 
— an event about becoming 
aware of and overcoming 
domestic and sexual vio­
lence against women.
“West Michigan Rises” is 
part of a larger phenomenon 
called “One Billion Rises,” 
which is a global call to raise 
awareness about the issue 
and a call to survivors to 
break the silence through art, 
dance, marches and other 
forms of expression.
Last year, one billion people 
in 207 countries rose together 
and danced to call an end to 
violence against women and 
girls. Last year was the first 
year that “One Billion Rising” 
took place internationally, and
by the overwhelming positive 
response it received, it looks as 
though it will continue in the 
future.!his is the first year that 
the event is happening under 
the name of “West Michigan 
Rges,” but last jjttWgroupS^fftt! 
GraqdRapi^jjtfid Kalamazoo 
hosteolhe emneiog and took 
part in the event.
This year, “West Michigan 
Rises” is coming to Allendale. 
The event is sponsored by the 
Center for Women in Transi­
tion, GVSU Women’s Center, 
GVSU Eyes Wide Open, the 
Kent County Health Depart­
ment, Girls Incorporated 
at the YWCA West Central 
Michigan, and the National 
Organization of Women - 
Grand Rapids.
“A lot of people ask: why 
dance? Dancing is an out­
ward expression of yourself, 
and together, it’s an expres­
sion of standing together and 
rising together to overcome 
violence against women,” 
said Lesley Coghill, who
works for the Center for 
Women in Transition.
The Center for Women in 
Transition is a domestic vio­
lence and sexual assault sup­
port organization in Holland 
that provides many different 
services for women and girls, 
as well as training programs 
for students and businesses 
on how to recognize and deal 
with domestic violence and 
sexual assault.
Coghill said that since 
“West Michigan Rises” was so 
successful last year, the event 
will most likely keep happen­
ing and will hopefully remain a 
collaborative effort.
Another of the event’s co­
sponsors is Eyes Wide Open, 
an on-campus peer sexual as­
sault support organization that 
aims to raise awareness to the 
students at GVSU through 
different programs such as 
presentations to freshmen 
and events like “Rock Against 
Rape,” which takes place in 
early April.
“What we really want is 
people to start talking about 
the violence happening against 
women. That’s a really impor­
tant thing that ‘West Michigan 
Rises’ aims for,” said Emily Do­
nahue, risk management chair 
for Eyes Wide Opeji.
There will be one last 
dance practice on the Allen­
dale Campus on Feb. 11 in 
Mackinac Hall.
“West Michigan Rises” will 
consist of three different flash 
mob dance routines, weather 
permitting. The women will 
begin at noon in the Kirkhof 
Center, then move to the Con­
nection at 1 p.m. and finally end 
at Kleiner at 2 p.m. The event 
will also host a reception that 
will take place in the Women’s 
Center in Kirkhof, and anyone 
can stop by to talk to the people 
who took part in the event For 
more information, visit www. 
onebillionrising.org, facebook. 
com/WestM RISES or www. 
gvsu.edu/events.
o
Change: GVSU will host “West Michigan Rises,” an event to 
raise awareness for and overcome violence against women.
Jackson is Last Laker Standing
BY MARY MATTINGLY
ARTS@LANTHORN.COM
O
n Saturday, the final round of 
Grand Valley State University’s 
Last Laker Standing competition, 
sponsored by Spotlight Productions, 
took place. The final installment of the 
stand-up comedy contest featured five 
finalists, selected by votes from audi­
ence members and a panel of judges in 
previous rounds. The finalists featured 
were Ren£ Rodriguez, Jarrett Weber, 
Luis Valencia, Bryan Jackson and Law­
rence Ensminger.
“I thought that the competition
was awesome,” Jarrett Weber said af­
ter the show. “All of those guys were 
great. I’ve worked with Luis (Valen­
cia) from the (Stand Up Comedy 
Club) and he’s extremely talented. 
They all had a great sense of humor.”
The final round was hosted by 
Nashville-based comedian, Chris 
Killian, who entertained audiences 
while accompanied by his guitar. Fol­
lowing Killian’s opening set, the com­
petition then featured each finalist’s 
ten minute set. Winners for this round 
were once more chosen based upon a 
combination of votes from the audi­
ence and the judging panel’s discre­
tion. In the end, it was Bryan Jackson 
who ended up taking home first place. 
He will also open for the comedian 
that Spotlight Productions brings in 
at the beginning of Fall semester 2014. 
Runners-up were Jarrett Weber in sec­
ond place and Luis Valencia in third. 
$1,000 was split between the three as 
a prize for placing in the competition.
“I think the audience and the 
judges were right,” Weber said af­
ter the competition. “I wish I would 
have won, but it gives me something 
to work for now. I still think I got a 
better prize than first place. Sorry, 
Bryan.”
GV club teaches students consequences of poor nutrition
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZ@LANTHORN.COM
W
ith large meal plans 
and an all-you- 
I can-eat buffet on 
campus, the “Freshman 15” 
doesn’t come as a surprise. 
However, a new club on 
campus is working to edu­
cate students about the food 
choices they make at school 
and how these choices can 
affect their long-term health.
Founded during the fall 
2013 semester, the Food and 
Nutrition Club became a 
part of more than 300 stu­
dent organizations at Grand 
Valley State University.
“Nutrition is something 
that anyone can be inter­
ested in,” said Sarah Craven, 
the club’s president. “Eating 
well and nourishing your 
body is a lifestyle more than 
anything. Nutrition Club is 
a place for health-minded 
people to learn, socialize 
and of course eat.”
The organization is work­
ing to educate the campus 
and surrounding communi­
ties about the negative out­
comes that poor food choices 
can bring, whether they are 
social, environmental, eco­
nomic or physical.
According to the Cen­
ter for Disease Control and 
Prevention, obesity can lead 
to sleep apnea and snor­
ing, asthma, diabetes, ar­
thritis, infertility in women 
and several types of cancer, 
among other things.
“We are working to sup­
ply students with informa­
tion on how to possibly live 
healthier lifestyles,” said Kali 
Sanford, the club’s secre­
tary. “College is one of our 
first experiences away from 
home and parents, which 
means we have to make de­
cisions on our own about 
everything, including what 
we are eating. It is important
to at least supply people with 
information so that they can 
make informed decisions.”
The organization also 
serves as a place for people 
with an interest in nutrition 
to gather and exchange ideas.
“The nutrition club en­
courages healthy eating in 
a college environment, of­
fering support and com­
munity to those who care 
about the food they put 
in their bodies,” said Kris­
ten Grider, treasurer of the 
club. “We hope to gather 
a larger membership and 
host many more events 
that promote healthy eat­
ing at GVSU while collabo­
rating with other groups in 
the community to further 
awareness of nutrition-re­
lated health ”
The group currently 
has about 15 members and 
holds weekly meetings on 
Thursdays. Anyone is wel­
come to join throughout the 
semester regardless of ma­
jor, eating habits or specific 
knowledge of food.
At each meeting, the 
group chooses a topic relat­
ing to nutrition to discuss, 
and occasionally it will bring 
in guest speakers.
The group also organiz­
es volunteer opportunities 
so members can use their 
interest in food to give 
back to the community. 
The club has volunteered at 
Kid’s Food Basket in Grand | 
Rapids and hosted VegOut 
with the Humane Society 
of GVSU.
This semester, the club 
is hoping to add two dinner < 
and movie nights, where i 
members will cook nutri­
tional meals and watch a 
food-related documentary. 
The group is also planning ; 
guided grocery store trips J 
for ffftidentft^jand faculty at ; 
the Meijerm Standale.
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Armstrong invited to NFL 
Combine
The National Football League 
recently released its list of draft 
prospects for the 2014 NFL Com­
bine, and for the first time in 
team history, the Grand Valley 
State University football team 
will be represented.
Senior center Matt Armstrong 
will be one of 50 offensive line­
men to work out at Lucas Oil Sta­
dium in Indianapolis, Ind., from 
Feb. 22 through Feb. 25. He was 
one of 13 players from the NCAA 
Division II invited to the combine.
Armstrong was the 2013 Rim- 
ington Award winner as the top 
Dll offensive center in the nation 
and was also a runner-up for the 
Gene Upshaw Award as the top 
Dll interior lineman in the coun­
try.
The Lansing, Mich., product 
was named a First-Team All- 
American by the AFCA, Daktron- 
ics, Inc., the Associated Press Lit­
tle America Team, Don Hansen's 
Football Gazette and D2Football. 
com.
There are five former Lakers 
currently on NFL rosters: Bran­
don Carr, Dan Skuta, Cameron 
Bradfield,Tim Lelito and Charles 
Johnson.The 2014 NFL Draft will 
begin on May 8.
Janecke named Track Ath­
lete of the Week
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity junior Jessica Janecke was 
named the GLIAC Women's In­
door Track Athlete of the Week 
on Thursday after an impressive 
performance in the GVSU 5-Way 
Meet.
Janecke finished first in the 
mile run with a time of 4:55.24, 
the seventh-best time in all of the 
NCAA Division II this season. She 
and her Laker teammates swept 
the top seven spots in the event.
She was also named a 2013 
GLIAC Commissioner's Award 
winner onTuesday.
Sabin cracks top 10
Junior guard Ryan Sabin of 
the Grand Valley State University 
men's basketball team shot his 
way into the GVSU record books 
twice on Saturday in the team's 
76-71 loss to Michigan Techno­
logical University.
Sabin shot 5-of-9 from be­
yond the arc in the game and, by 
doing so, took hold of the No. 10 
spot in GVSU history for career 
three-pointers made (136). He 
also moved into the No. 10 spot 
for the most triples made in a 
single season (59).
Jason Jamerson (2004-08) 
owns the top spot in both cat­
egories with 303 (career) and 94 
(single season).
GLIAC
STANDINGS
M.BASKETBALL
LSSU 14-
Walsh 13-
Findlay 13-
MichiganTech 12-
GVSU 11-
Northwood 11-
Hillsdale 10
Wayne State 9-6
Malone 9-6
Ferris State 6-1
Ashland 6-1
Lake Erie 6-1
SVSU 4-1
Tiffin 4-1
Ohio Dominican 3-1
Northern Mich. 3-1
W. BASKETBALL
Wayne State
MichiganTech
Northern Mich.
Ashland
SVSU
Malone
GVSU
Northwood
Hillsdale
Findlay
Ferris State
Ohio Dominican
LSSU
Walsh
Tiffin
Lake Erie
Huskies outlast GV despite late surge
Laker leaders spark furious rally but Tech holds on 76-71
Rising above: Ricardo Carbajal of the Grand Valley State 
University men’s basketball team gains some height as he 
looks to sink a late shot against Michigan Tech.
BY JAY BUSHEN
SPORTS @ LANTHOR N.COM
S
enior point guard Rob 
Woodson drove the 
baseline from the cor­
ner, leaped into the paint from 
the low block, twisted around 
a 6-foot-9 defender in midair, 
and spun in a reverse layup 
while parallel to the hard­
wood. And he drew a foul.
Woodson and junior shoot­
ing guard Ryan Sabin were 
doing all they could to turn a 
late 18-4 run into a victory for 
the Grand Valley State Univer­
sity mens basketball team at the 
Fieldhouse Arena on Saturday, 
but in the end, Michigan Tech­
nological University lived up to 
its billing as the top 3-point and 
free-throw shooting team in 
the nation by hitting key shots 
down the stretch.
“We were pretty deter­
mined and pretty competi­
tive — we just weren’t good 
enough,” GVSU head coach 
Ric Wesley said. “We made too 
many mistakes against a good 
team to get the job done.”
The Huskies made 11 
three-pointers and 21-of-24 
free-throw attempts in the vic­
tory, which moves them past 
GVSU and into second place 
in the GLIAC North. Jason 
Hawke’s triple with 1:18 left 
broke a 68-68 tie and proved 
to be the dagger.
Hawke came off the bench 
to supply 20 points, while the 
GLIAC’s leading scorer, Aus­
tin Armga, made all nine of 
his free throws on his way to a 
25-point afternoon.
“We put them on the foul 
line a lot this game,” Wood- 
son said. “We were just giving 
them free points. We fought, 
but we should have limited 
some of the easy baskets that 
we gave away.”
He finished with 12 points, 
a game-high six assists, three 
rebounds, two steals and no 
turnovers. It was his third 
straight game with at least 11 
points and five assists.
Sabin scored a game-high 
27 points on 10-of-18 shooting 
from the field to go with three 
rebounds and two assists. It 
was his fourth 20-plus outing 
in six games.
The Lakers, who began the 
regular season 8-0, have been 
consistendy inconsistent in 
2014 with a 7-6 record
“That was a tough loss for 
us,” Woodson said. “We really 
haven’t got it going since the 
break, we haven’t had a win­
ning streak, but were not go­
ing to put our heads down.”
A balanced scoring attack 
has simply not been there on a 
game-by-game basis.
The team showed flashes 
in a 69-61 win over North­
ern Michigan University on 
Thursday night when all five 
starters scored in double fig­
ures, but it ultimately finished 
a four-game home stand with 
a 2-2 record
“Were not a bad team,” 
Wesley said “Were a pretty 
good team. There’s not obvious 
problems; its just little things. 
It’s maximizing our possessions 
and minimizing the break­
downs we have, whether it’s 
fatigue, communication or not 
playing personnel correcdyT
GVSU has not scored more 
than 70 points in back-to-back 
games yet this season but, de­
spite its 2014 mediocrity, is just 
three games out of first place.
Sabin said the team needs 
to find a way to put it all to­
gether in its last five games.
“We need to be more men­
tally engaged than we were,” 
Sabin said “There’s got to be a 
sense of urgency. Rob’s a senior 
and he only has a certain num­
ber of days left. We’ve got to do 
it for Rob, he’s had a great story 
here, and not just for him but 
for everybody.”
GVSU trails Lake Superi­
or State University by three 
games in the overall con­
ference standings but will 
have an opportunity to gain 
ground with an 8 p.m. tip on 
Thursday night in Sault Ste. 
Marie, Mich.
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Crandall nets career-high 28 despite foul trouble:
BY PETE BARROWS
ASSISTANTSPORTS @ 
LANTHORN.COM
Senior guard Dani Cran­
dall propelled the Grand Val­
ley State University women’s 
basketball team to a 32-19 
halftime lead over Michigan 
Technological University on 
Saturday afternoon after scor­
ing the first nine Laker points.
Crandall racked up 16 
points on 6-of-9 shooting 
from the field in the first half 
but began the second stanza 
with her first turnover of the 
game. She changed directions, 
charged back up the court to 
make a stand, and challenged 
an MTU layup at the rim.
It was the sort of play that 
can change a game, similar to 
how Tayshaun Prince’s come- 
from-behind block changed 
things for Reggie Miller’s Pac­
ers in 2004. In its own way, 
Crandall’s contesting of the
shot did alter the dynamic in 
what became a 72-62 Laker 
upset victory.
The Eaton Rapids, Mich., 
product was whistled for her 
fourth foul of the game and — 
as a fleet of baton twirlers fol­
lowed GVSU feature twirler 
Moriah Muscaro to the floor 
to perform — was immedi­
ately beckoned to the bench.
“She sat quite a bit, but she 
stayed engaged in the game,” 
GVSU coach Janel Burgess 
said of her team captain, 
Crandall. “Whenever you 
have a senior that has to sit 
as much as she did in a cru­
cial part of the game, know­
ing that this is a crucial game 
for us, staying engaged shows 
great leadership and the play­
ers on the court were still able 
to feed off of what she was giv­
ing them from the bench.”
The game went through a 
metamorphosis in the next 10 
--------------------------------- T
minutes of play.
Junior guard Meryl Cripe 
broke a three-minute scor­
ing drought with a mid-range 
jumper at the 17:51 mark to 
extend the Laker lead to 34- 
19, but the lead slowly began 
to evaporate.
As Crandall sat, the Hus­
kies applied heat A free throw 
here and a converted layup 
there deteriorated the com­
manding GVSU advantage, 
and then a trio of consecutive 
MTU 3-pointers cut the defi­
cit to a single point.
The Lakers led 46-45 with 
8:15 left on the dock.
“I don’t think I’d call that 
situation nerve-racking,” Bur­
gess said. "When you chal­
lenge your young kids, you 
have to give them a chance to 
represent for your senior that
SEE BASKETBALL ON A8
Great focus: Meryl Cripe of the Grand Valley State University 
women’s basketball team guards a Michigan Tech player.
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GV teams combine to hit 30 provisional marks
Thornton's big day highlights Hillsdale Classic
m
if - .
Like the wind: Kayla Addison sprints for the Laker 
women’s track team at a recent invitational.
BY TATE BAKER
TBAKER@LANTHORN.COM
The Grand Valley State 
University men’s and wom­
en’s track and field teams 
strive for consistency — 
and often thrive as a result.
The Hillsdale Classic of­
fered plenty examples of 
this over the weekend, as 
fans were fortunate enough 
to see a record-shattering 
performance in the men’s 
weight throw and the tri­
umphant return of an All- 
American hurdler.
“We saw quite a display 
of performances put on 
by our athletes this week­
end,” GVSU head coach 
Jerry Baltes said. “We treat 
every meet with the same 
approach; eventually break 
out performances are a re­
sult, which we saw today.”
The men’s weight throw 
competition offered what 
may have been the most 
eye-popping display of ath­
leticism of the weekend as 
sophomore Darien Thorn­
ton broke his school record 
with a toss of 21.18 meters.
The throw eclipsed his 
previous mark by more 
than 22.74 inches.
“I can’t say I saw that 
type of performance com­
ing, but I was definitely on 
the verge of something like 
that with the way I’ve been 
throwing lately,” Thornton 
said. “It was a great feel­
ing to set a new personal 
record. I just have to keep 
training, keep progressing, 
and more performances like 
this will come.”
The No. 5 Laker men also 
got provisional marks from
senior Logan Hoffman in 
the 400-meter dash with a 
time of 49.50 seconds and 
junior Alan Peterson in the 
3000-meter championship 
run with a time of 8:33.58.
“The results across the 
board were very satisfying 
for us as a whole,” Baltes 
said. “We need to eventu­
ally see some more kids step 
up for us down the road, but 
we’re content with where we 
are right now.”
The No. 2 Laker women • * 
returned to form as senior 
leader Kalena Franklin 
competed in her first meet 
since suffering an injury • 
two weeks prior in a meet • 
at Saginaw Valley State Uni­
versity. „
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GV springs into action with 2-0 start
Men's tennis team bounces Davenport, Cornerstone
BY LUCAS RAINS
LRAINSdLANTHORN.COM
hs always nice to start the 
season off on a winning note, 
and the Grand Valley State 
University mens tennis team 
did exactly that over the week­
end.
The GVSU men rolled 
through the competition in 
their first action of the spring 
campaign, giving them an 
early 2-0 record on the season.
The Lakers defeated Dav­
enport University on Friday 
8-1 at the MVP Sports Club 
and followed it up with a 
sweep of Cornerstone Univer­
sity 9-0 at the Ramblewood 
Health Club.
Mens tennis coach John 
Black said he was happy to 
start the year with a pair of 
victories over good competi­
tion. Davenport came in as 
the No. 24 team in the NAIA.
“We got a great start to the 
season,” Black said. “Daven­
port is a very tough team and 
we came out, played very solid 
for our first match of the year, 
and came out on top.”
Junior Francis Bertrand 
and senior Andrew Darrell 
swept their matches on the
weekend. Bertrand won his 
singles match 7-6 (7-1), 7-6 (7- 
1) against Davenport He also 
paired up with Billy Heckman 
in doubles to win 9-8 (8-1). 
Against Cornerstone, Ber­
trand won 6-1, 6-0 in singles 
and again in the doubles 8-3 
with Heckman.
“The Davenport win was 
very important,” Bertrand 
said. “They just came off a 
close match against North- 
wood, which is our biggest ri­
val in the GLLAC. I’m proud of 
the way the team played this 
weekend.”
Darrell defeated his Dav­
enport opponent 6-3, 6-4 and 
his Cornerstone opponent 
6-1,6-1.
Bertrand and Darrell both 
moved to 7-5 early in the 2014 
campaign.
“I felt the teams perfor­
mance this weekend was very 
strong,” Darrell said. “Every­
one played with a lot of pas­
sion. Strong doubles chemis­
try led to the two victories.
“Beating Davenport sends 
a huge statement. Its valida­
tion for what we have done 
thus far. But we have to realize 
its only the beginning.”
Heckman, freshman Jack 
Heiniger and sophomore 
Andrew Bole notched wins 
against Davenport in singles 
action. In doubles, Heiniger 
and junior Quinn Sylow won 
8-3, while Darrell and senior 
Ben Esh-Nauta won 8-5.
Against Cornerstone, 
Heckman, Heiniger, Sylow 
and sophomore Michael Kaye 
won their singles matches. 
The doubles teams also swept 
Cornerstone.
“There are quite a few 
things we can work on in 
practice to get even better,” 
Black said. “But for the first 
weekend, I was very happy 
with the way we competed.
“We can work a lot in the 
doubles. Serve percentage, 
continuing to work on move­
ment, execution and keeping 
the intensity high are some 
things we can improve on.”
Bertrand said the team has 
set its goals high to compete 
in the GLIAC before hope­
fully making it to the NCAA 
tournament.
“This year everybody 
wants to win,” Bertrand said. 
“So far, I think our chances are 
really good.
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Playing smart: GVSU player Janelle McQueen looks to pass the ball around the other team’s 
defender. The Lakers were victorious over Michigan Tech this weekend.
BASKETBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7
doesn’t have the opportu­
nity to compete right then until 
the end, and they did that, dog­
gone it.”
Sophomore guard Bai­
ley Caimduff made a leaning 
jumper in the lane off an assist 
from freshman forward Kayla 
Dawson — then Crandall reen­
tered the game off a timeout at 
the 7:51 mark.
After securing a rebound, 
she found freshman forward 
FMper Tucker on the bench-side 
wing.
The crowd and baton twirl- 
ers watched with baited breath 
as the ball traveled toward a 
wide-open Tucker in that si­
lent moment The only audible 
sound was Burgess confidently 
commanding Tucker to “hit it.”
Tucker obliged and sunk a 
3-pointer that barely touched 
the net on its way down.
“When Bailey hits that 
pull-up J to put the spread up 
to three,” Burgess said “When 
Piper hit that big 3-pointer 
right after that. Those art two 
young kids that made big plays 
and that puts the kind of game 
that this was and our growth in 
perspective.”
Crandall then connected 
on a contested layup to put the 
Lakers up 53-45 and helped the 
Lakers dose out the game by 
contributing six points to an 
11-2 run over a three-minute 
span.
The lead would last, and this 
time, it was the Lakers, not just 
the game, that would be trans­
formed.
“This was a great team win 
and I don’t think we’ve played 
any better together this season,”
Crandall said “Top to bottom, 
we were focused, ready, the 
energy we had from the entire 
team was incredible, and from 
the bench, it carried onto the 
court It was a fun team victory.
“It’s all about the roles 
that you play in the moment. 
When I’m on the court, we rely 
on our bench for energy, so as 
soon as I get to the bench, it’s 
now my turn and I have to (be 
a) cheerleader. I can’t get in a 
hole, because that can spread 
throughout the team. Have to 
keep a positive attitude and 
when you get in foul trouble 
like that, for the team to pick it 
up and ball out, well it’s a good 
feeling.”
She finished with a career- 
high 28 points on 10-of-14 
shooting from the field despite 
playing in just 28 minutes and 
most of the second half with 
four personal fouls. She also 
went 7-for-7 from the foul line, 
grabbed seven rebounds, and 
tallied two assists while adding 
a block and a steal.
Dawson finished with 12 
points and 12 boards for her 
second doable-double in as 
many games.
“All of our energy from the 
bench, from everyone, with 
Dani leading us, became a tan­
gible element and I could feel it 
on the court,” she said. “Danis 
rebounding, playing defense 
and leading us and when she 
got into foul trouble, we all re­
alized that we needed to step 
up. We all have to start getting 
rebounds, we all need to start 
picking it up on defense, talk­
ing, scoring, everything.
“The past three or four 
games, our energy has been 
different and that has to carry 
over into our next game. Being
young, consistency is some­
thing we’re still working on, 
but that energy is something 
that can be sustained.”
As a team, GVSU shot 40.4 
percent from the field and 
went 10-for-29 from 3-point 
against MTU. On defense, 
the Lakers held the Huskies 
to their worst shooting per­
formance — 22-for-71 frorrt 
the field (31 percent) — of the 
2013-2014 season to date and 
have allowed just 175 points 
in their last three games — the 
lowest three-game total of the 
year.
“We’re playing really good 
defense and we’re always talk­
ing about consistency, on the 
defensive end especially,” Bur­
gess said. “We did a tremen­
dous job of staying focused 
on the defensive end and 
made them have to earn tough 
shots.”
GVSU (11-10, 9-8 GLIAC) 
will hit the road for the first 
time this month on Thursday 
night for a rematch with Lak£ 
Superior State University (5^ 
18, 5-12 GLIAC), a team the 
Lakers defeated 74-67 at home 
on Jan. 23.
“We’ll enjoy this win be­
cause of how we had to do 
it,” Burgess said. “After tak­
ing two tough losses in threi 
games this week, to be able to 
be resilient and to stay true to 
the course, it’s tough. When 
you’re young, you could easily 
hang your head, but these girls 
come every day prepared and 
kept grinding it out.
“We’re young, but we’re ma: 
turing. I’ve challenged them in 
a variety of ways to mature and 
they do it, which has been en­
couraging to see. I’m proud of 
them.”
TRACK
CONTINUED FROM A7
Franklin didn’t miss a beat 
in her return and dominated 
the field with a trio of first- 
place finishes in the 60-meter 
hurdles with rounds of 8.55, 
8.51 and 8.53 seconds. She 
then finished her day in the 
4x400 meter relay with team­
mates Andrea Kober, Brit­
tany Banister and Brittany 
Terry for a second-place time 
of 3:52.86.
ter feeling not being able to 
compete with my team in the
past couple of weeks, but it 
feels great to be back,” Frank­
lin said. “I really do have the 
best teammates. I could feel 
the support from all of them 
which really carried me this 
weekend.”
Kristen Hixson contin­
ued her impressive senior 
campaign in the pole vault 
by taking home first-place 
honors with a vault of 4.20 
meters — the best NCAA 
Division II mark this year by 
four inches — for the lone 
automatic qualifying mark of 
the day for GVSU.
Sophomore Alexandra
Kitz finished second with a 
provisional mark of 3.65 me­
ters.
“She just continues to 
step up for us,” Baltes said 
of Hixson. “At this point iri 
the year, as she is hitting the 
marks that she is, it’s excit­
ing to see where she might 
be once the GLIAC and Divi­
sion II championships come 
around.”
Both GVSU squads are 
back in action at the Kelly 
Family Sports Center for th£ 
GVSU Big Meet on Friday 
and Saturday.
&
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRXGch6675Q
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Hard-earned victory: The Grand Valley State University club hockey team celebrates a tie­
breaking goal at Georgetown Ice Arena versus Central Michigan University.
Lakers protect home ice
GV hockey takes eighth straight win at Georgetown Arena
BY ADAM KNORR
AKNORR@LANTHORN.COM
No ivy grows along the 
boards at Georgetown Ice 
Arena. Celebrities don’t sing 
the national anthem, either.
Nevertheless, the Grand 
Valley State University 
men’s club ice hockey team 
has been finding consistent 
success within the friendly 
confines of its home rink.
• GVSU took the ice in 
front of another home 
crowd on Friday night as 
in-state foe Central Michi­
gan University came for a 
visit, and the 
home team 
came out with 
gusto.
The Lakers 
dominated the 
flow of play in 
the early stages 
of the First pe­
riod, and the 
intensity paid 
off quickly as 
GVSU’s potent 
First line struck 
yet again — this time cour­
tesy of the mystifying mitts 
of junior forward Brad 
Wilhelm.
t Wilhelm took the puck 
down the left side of the ice, 
left a Chippewa defender 
in his wake with an inside- 
out deke, and finished the 
play by sneaking the puck 
through the pads of CMU 
goalie Tyler Everlove.
“My line mates have 
been great,” Wilhelm said. 
“The camaraderie on our 
line is great and has been 
all year. Hopefully we can 
keep it going into nation­
als.”
’» CMU struck back quick­
ly, as a shot from the point 
deflected off attacking 
sticks in front and bounced 
bver the shoulder of Laker 
netminder Scott Teifenthal.
The game’s intensity 
continued to mount in the 
second period, as odd-man 
rushes from both offenses 
proved fruitless when Ever­
love and Tiefenthal came 
lip with big saves time after 
lime.
Senior forward Chad 
Wilhelm netted GVSU’s
The
camaraderie 
on our line is 
great...
BRAD WILHELM
JUNIOR
second goal of the game 
five minutes into the peri­
od, but CMU again tied the 
score up after capitalizing 
on its second breakaway 
of the period to knot the 
game at 2-2.
The Chippewas tried to 
use bully tactics to hang 
with the talented Lakers.
GVSU freshman defen­
seman Reede Burnett left 
the game with a concus­
sion early in the first pe­
riod following a high hit to 
the head, a common theme 
from the visiting team.
“It was com­
pletely class­
less, but we did 
a good job of
keeping
heads,”
head
Mike
said.
were
checks
head
our 
GVSU 
coach 
Forbes 
“There 
more 
to the 
in that
game
been
than I’ve 
involved 
with in the seven years I’ve 
been at Grand Valley. It’s re­
ally disappointing to watch 
a team like that and be a 
part of a game like that.”
GVSU had to weather 
a constant storm of shots 
after the whistle and blows 
above the shoulders, but 
the violence took down its 
own perpetrator in the end 
because the Lakers were on 
the receiving end of power 
play after power play.
GVSU capitalized in the 
third period, as junior for­
ward Matt Smartt joined in 
on the scoring by whipping 
a puck past Everlove to 
take a 3-2 lead.
Chad Wilhelm followed 
suit four minutes later by 
tucking one through the 
Five hole for his second 
goal of the night.
Midway through the pe­
riod, CMU had a chance 
to strike back while once 
again playing shorthanded. 
GVSU worked the puck to 
the point in its offensive 
zone, but defenseman se­
nior Bobby Penrod whiffed 
on a shot leaving CMU with 
a breakaway^pportunity.
Tiefenthal stood tall yet 
again and preserved the 
two-goal cushion in the 
process.
The First line eventually 
put the game out of reach 
shortly thereafter, as Smartt 
and freshman JD Duck­
worth created havoc in the 
offensive zone and eventu­
ally set up Brad Wilhelm in 
the slot where he put home 
his second of the game.
The 5-2 score held, and 
GVSU went on to claim its 
eighth straight victory on 
its home ice.
“We’re looking to take 
the number one seed in the 
Central — and eventually 
we want nationals,” Chad 
Wilhelm said. “One of the 
bigger things for us is that 
we take a lot of penalties 
and lose games that way, 
so we’re trying to change 
that.”
GVSU (19-7-1) will look 
to push its home winning 
streak to 10 games in its 
Final regular series against 
Ohio State University on 
Friday and Saturday.
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Tough game: Senior Alisha Day skates down the ice. taking the puck with her and looking to 
pass to a teammate. The women’s team was defeated by Robert Morris University this week.
WOMEN'S HOCKEY TEAM PLAYS IN OUTDOOR GAME
Lakers finish RMU weekend series outscored 12-4
BY ADAM KNORR
AKNORR @ LANTHORN.COM
The Grand Valley State 
University women’s club 
ice hockey team’s oppor­
tunity to spark some late- 
season momentum against 
Robert Morris University 
had a frosty twist.
In the spirit of hockey’s 
Midwest roots, the pair of 
long-time rivals played its 
second game of the week­
end series on an outdoor 
ice surface as part of the 
Winter Frost Face-off in 
Rosemont, Ill.
“ The outdoor game was 
an amazing experience,” 
GVSU sophomore Kendra 
Myers said. “It was indescrib­
able really. The atmosphere 
was great, and being able to 
get a chance to play outdoors 
like that was something we 
were all thankful for.”
However, GVSU’s play 
continued to mimic the 
weather conditions in the 
two-game set.
In game one, RMU 
jumped out to a 1-0 lead by 
scoring the icebreaker goal 
with seven minutes left in 
the first period. Two min­
utes later, GVSU recorded 
its first shot of the game, and 
soon after, freshman Sara 
Villani punched the puck 
home to tie the game at 1-1.
RMU took the lead back 
early in the second, but 
GVSU found a way to an­
swer yet again, this time on 
a breakaway rocket from 
freshman Molly Matson.
The offense froze there for 
the Lakers, while RMU was 
just beginning to heat up.
The Eagle offense con­
The outdoor 
game was 
an amazing 
experience.
KENDRA MYERS
SOPHOMORE
tinued to pepper GVSU 
goaltender Karen Sloboda 
with shot after shot and 
eventually grabbed a com­
manding 6-2 lead by the 
end of the second period.
The third period pro­
vided no relief for Sloboda, 
as RMU banged 
home two more 
markers to take 
the weekend’s 
first tilt 8-2.
The Lakers 
showed more 
promise in the 
encore perfor­
mance on Satur­
day on the out­
door rink at MB 
Financial Plaza, 
but the end re­
sult was still the same.
The game was RMU’s to 
lose from the start of the 10 
a.m. puck drop. The Eagles 
dominated play in the First 
but, despite holding a 19-5 
advantage in shots, led just 
1-0 at the end of the First 
period thanks to 18 saves 
by Sloboda.
The score got worse be­
fore it got better for GVSU.
The relentless Eagle at­
tack paid off with back- 
to-back tallies midway 
through the second period, 
which stretched the lead to 
three for the home team.
The third period brought 
some redemption for the 
Lakers, as Myers found the 
back of the net before ju­
nior captain Alexa Tenwalde 
fired a shot that slid through 
the wickets of Eagle net- 
minder Anna Salvaggio.
The comeback ended 
there, though, as RMU
prevailed in the outdoor 
matchup 4-2.
“We began to let down in 
the second period,” GVSU 
junior Jordyn Moore said. 
“The slump was caused by 
playing too passively in our 
zone. Once we gave them 
control, they 
capitalized on 
a few key op­
portunities and 
scored.
“Going for­
ward from here, 
it takes each 
and every girl 
committing to 
play an entire 
60 minutes.”
The team 
has struggled to 
regain hold of the success 
that came at the beginning 
of the year and has lost six 
of eight games in the sec­
ond half of its 2013-2014 
campaign.
However, the team’s de­
meanor remains one of 
success despite the skid.
“If we play up to our ca­
pabilities and we don’t play 
with fear of making a mis­
take, we can beat anybody,” 
head coach Sean McKernan 
said. “When it comes down 
to Xs and Os, one or two 
shifts are going to make 
the difference in the game. 
As long as we’re competing 
at our highest capability,
I like our chances against 
anyone we face.”
GVSU (12-10-1) will 
have one last chance to pick 
up some steam heading 
into the postseason against 
Colorado State University 
at home on Friday at 7 p.m.
DORM
LIFE
WAS
FUN
BUT NOW ’M 
READY FOR 
MY OWN HRIB
Find Your Place 
at Lanthorn.com/Housing
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AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classifieds@lanthorn.com
Wanted
I wrap, do you wrap? I’m 
looking for energetic, fun, 
and motivated people to join 
my team! We supply all-natu­
ral
vitamins, supplements, and 
skin care products. Our mis­
sion is fun, freedom, and 
friendship. Do you have what 
it takes? Contact Courtney 
Copus at
copusco@mail.gvsu.edu or 
231 -690-5488 for more de­
tails!
Employment
Hey GVSU students, West 
Fulton Dairy Queen is hiring. 
We offer a friendly fun 
environment and a flexible 
schedule, but do require 
some weekends.
Apply today via 
http://www.docs.google.com 
/uc?export=download&id=OB 
_Y66JW16agyYzY0ZWVhN2 
YtMDc0MS00YjU5LTIINjltZG 
RhMDdlM2M5MzMz and 
mail or drop off your applica­
tion to 950 Fulton St. West 
Grand Rapids Mi 49504 Attn 
Jason Nowak
Housing
Meadows Crossing Apart­
ments is the place to be. 
Take the tour at Mead- 
owsCrossing.Net to find out 
why.
Looking for a female 
sub-leaser April 26-August 
16 of 2014. 2 bedroom apart­
ment in
Grandville with 11/2 bath. 
Master bedroom and at­
tached half bath is available. 
10
minutes away from CHS/Pew 
Campus and 15 from Allen­
dale. Fees include monthly 
rent of $347.50, electric and 
intemet/cable. Please con­
tact smigiele@mail.gvsu.edu!
One female roommate 
needed for 4 bedroom house 
in Standale. Lease beginning 
Aug. 2014. $400/month utili­
ties
included! Please contact 
Amy at
sturrusa@mail.gvsu.edu
One subleaser needed for a 
Style A Townhouse in Mead­
ows starting the 2014-2015 
leasing year (July 30, 2014 - 
July 24, 2015). Includes: free 
water and sewer, free high 
speed internet, free cable, 
and personal
bathroom. Rent $459 utili­
ties (per month). 
gulinot@mail.gvsu.edu
Entertainment
Irish On Ionia is back!
3/15/14 All day entertain­
ment; live bands & dj's on 
two separate stages. Tickets 
on sale starting 2/15/14. Visit 
www.irishonionia.com for 
more info.
Services
15% Student Discount: LB’s 
Lounge is offering a 15% 
discount every Monday on all 
food for students, faculty and 
staff members with a valid 
ID.
Located in downtown Grand 
Rapids inside of Louis Ben­
ton Steakhouse. Stop in or 
call (616) 454-7455.
Visit FunCakesGR.com for all 
of your real cake needs, all 
occasions. Visit 
CakeRental.com for all of 
your cake rental needs with 
many to chose from.
Bethany Christian Services - 
Unplanned Pregnancy?
100% Free and 100% confi­
dential pregnancy counsel­
ing. For more information call 
Jenny 616.631.2020 or visit
impregnant.Qrfl/ienny
Pregnancy Resource Center 
- Pregnant? Free tests, 
walk-in's welcome! Free ul­
trasounds and low cost STD 
testing and
treatment. Call 616.456.6873 
or text 616.284.1545
Internships
General Motors 
Job Title: Information 
Technology - Intern 2014 
Location: Detroit, Ml 
Salary: Paid 
Search Job ID: 11983 
Apply By: February 7, 2014 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
National Heritage Academies 
Job Title: People Services 
File Room Associate (Intern) 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Search Job ID: 12756 
Apply By: February 15, 2014 
For more information visit 
www. gvsu. ed u/lakerjobs
The Johnson Center has 2 
fellowship openings for win­
ter semester. The fellow­
ships are available for under­
graduates/graduate 
students. Please contact 
Robin Leonard at 
teonardr@gvsu.edu for more 
information.
Youth for Understanding 
USA
Job Title: Youth For 
Understanding USA Intern 
Location: Muskegon/Grand 
Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 12054 
Apply By: April 30, 2014 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
West Michigan Center for 
Arts and Technology 
Job Title: Graphic Design In­
tern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Search Job ID: 12680 
Apply By: February 13, 2014 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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Here’s a “trickledown” puzzle. The rules are 
simple; you merely change one letter on each 
line to make a new word and continue until you 
reach the final word.
EXAMPLE: COAT ANS: COAT
____  COST
____  CAST
____  CASE
VASE VASE
Now, try this one. 
Remember, there may be 
more than one answer. If 
you find one, send to: 
www.tenystickels.com
GROWN
CHAPS
©2012 King Features Syndicate
Try Squares by Linda Thistle
Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them into 
the pattern shown in the diagram at the left so that the number next to 
each large tnangle equals the sum of the four numbers in that triangle
62
e 2012 King Features Synd Inc
*1 don't fool around with
I know what works bast 
with my ttachtrl"
----------------- 1--------------------
SCRAMBLERS
Unscramble the letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then 
rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, whkh will complete the gagl
Benign
LEGENT ------
Thrifty
RAGFUL
Amuse
PEALES
Indulge
MAPPER
TODAY'S WORD
FIND AT LEAST 6 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PANELS.
S
2
2
-LI
oj
8
luajayjp st xog 9 Ocnsstuj s> ejpueH S jouoms aie s*x>s t Butsstuj an» 
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Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle
1 9 3
5 4 9
4 8 2 1
2 6 4
3 7 9 5
4 8 7
6 4 2 1
5 3 9
8 5 2
Place a number In the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and 
each small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine.
DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * * ★
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging 
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
O 2012 King Features Synd , Inc.
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Guide For Going Out
FEBRUARY 10, 2014
GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN
Hello there Lakers!
Welcome to the Lanthorns Guide for Going Out. This guide will walk you 
through, step by step, what you need to do to get ready for a night out, on or 
off campus, and how you can prepare to host a gathering of your very own. The 
first step, of course, is grooming yourself and then having a drink or a bite to 
eat before the main event. We’ll give you a breakdown of the many activities 
available to Grand Valley students around the Allendale and Grand Rapids area.
Enjoy.
Groom Up.------------- ------3
Sports Clips...............  4
Have A Drink....................6
Juice Blendz....................... 7
Dairy Queen.....................9
Explore GVSU...................12
Spotlight Productions......14
Get To Know GR..............16
Irish On Ionia................... 18
1 lllPM' The Great Brew Ha-Ha....7 Be A Host................... .....21
PJ^PgS
Have A Bite........................K Fun Cakes................... .....22
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T
he first step for a night out on the town is 
to start the night looking good. This may 
sound simple, but there are many basic 
grooming habits that some people forget - and 
that everyone notices awkwardly as they consider 
whether to tell you or not.
1. With make-up, sometimes less is more. Ladies, if whoever you are trying to impress cannot 
possibly hang out with you unless you plaster your face with make-up, then that’s not the kind of 
person you want to be around anyway. A few classy touch-ups with some eyeliner, mascara and 
concealer is fine, but don’t go overboard.
2. What you smell like matters. There are two ends of the spectrum - smelling bad and being 
overpowering with body spray or cologne. While going out with strong body odor is obviously a 
negative, spending the night only smelling one too many squirts of Axe is also not ideaL Everything 
in moderation.
3. Brush your teeth before heading out - this applies to anywhere you’re going everyday. While 
this may seem basic, many people forget or don’t do it. Bad breath is a universal problem for everyone, 
and just taking a few minutes to freshen your mouth can make the difference between a good and bad 
night for your friends. It is also crucial to check out what your teeth look like after you eat, especially 
after eating something that is prone to get stuck in your teeth. It’s helpful to carry a pack of gum or 
mints with you to either freshen up or share with those who forgot this crucial tip before they left 
for the night.
4. Going along with brushing your teeth is brushing your hair. Just one comb through will make 
a world of difference. A good rule to live by is if you wouldn’t meet an important stranger with your 
current hairstyle or overall hair condition, then you shouldn’t settle when going out with friends or a 
significant other. If you are, for some reason, averse to combs and brushes, then using some mousse 
can help you pull off the look.
sports cm r<n every day |NO APPOINTMENTS]
PRECISION HAIRCUT • LEGENDARY HOT STEAMED TOWEL 
MASSAGING SHAMPOO • NECK S SHOULDER MASSAGE
IT’S GOOD TO BE A GUY
Kenowa Center
4761 Lake Michigan Or.
Next to Uccellos Ristorante
616.791.0300
Uccellos
Ristorante
BpotCUf Approx 1/4 MWe
Achieve Physical
Th*~py
[+1
4761 I I Bus Stop
Lake Michigan Or. m |----1 Bum Stop
Mon-Fri: 9AM-8PM 
Saturday: 9AM-6PM 
Sunday: 11AM-5PM
Student Discount Available with Valid GVSU ID! 
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5. Practical shoes can look good. It seems everyone knows that person who 
heels for a night to go out dancing and then complains about how their feet hurt 
sometimes beauty is pain, but it doesn’t always have to be. There are many very nice 
out there that will match an outfit and won’t kill your feet in the process. It’s important to 
and know what you’re doing for the night so you can also plan your shoes accordingly.
6. Shave or trim that beard. Many women will 
agree that nicely trimmed beard can make a man look ten 
times more attractive. Shaving may be a hassle, but it is 
noticeable and a five o’clock shadow is a look that few to 
none can actually pull off. No girl will want to get close to 
a face that looks like it’s either going to sandpaper hers or 
one that makes it difficult to find your face at all behind a 
. Chewbacca beard.
Ladies aren’t off the hook either. Shaving your legs 
and armpits before you go out is important, especially if 
you plan to wear a dress or something that will show off 
areas you should have shaved. Making the excuse that you 
need the extra protection for the winter is not going to fly 
with a guy who sneaks a peak at those monsters.
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While grooming is crucial, a bad wardrobe can overshadow all your hygienic habits. It's fine 
to have your own unique style, but there are often still guidelines of how to put together a 
good outfit.
Joan Giffels, Co-Public Relations Chair for GVSU Fashion Club, gives advice:
Nothing says you're ready 
for a night downtown like 
a tailored jean. Whether 
they're classic Levi's or 
flashy Buckle jeans, all that 
matters is a good fit. I
 Suiting up is classy 
and fashionable. 
When you're going 
out, there is really no 
such thing as being 
too dressed up.
Don't be afraid to 
look to icons like Miss 
Hepburn for outfit 
inspirations before 
going out.Talk about 
timeless looks.
Make it easy on yourself 
- throw on a dress! 
Sometimes dresses 
are easier than piecing 
together an entire outfit 
and they always look put- 
together.
T
here are many different restaurants that make fantastic 
smoothies or other unique drinks that are delicious and 
healthy. If you want to save some money, you can also look up 
recipes at home or try a new concoction of your own. If you're 
not into those drinks, a good traditional or jazzed up coffee or 
tea can help you stay awake for the festivities ahead.
Grand Rapids is often known as Beer City, which 
is great for college students looking to expand their palate 
for alcohol and beer. But, as many college students have
heard many times, it is important to be smart about going 
out for a drink.
Assign a designated driver. There are too many tragedies 
involving drunk driving accidents, especially among college 
students. Even if you're just buzzed or tipsy, you shouldn't be 
driving as your judgment is impaired and your reaction time is 
slowed down. If no one wants to be the driver, then buy some 
beverages from Meijer or a liquor store and drink at home 
with friends - it can be just as fun.
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Finally, for underclassmen or those who are not of age 
yet, 21 may seem like a lifetime away, but it's really not. 
Especially in your college years, time flies by faster than you 
know, and getting an MIP will greatly hinder your ability to 
find a job later. Don’t throw your life away because you can’t 
wait a few years. The whole point of college is to find a career 
and receive the knowledge needed so that you can land a job 
you really want and be successful at it. Ruining all the goals 
you have for the future isn’t worth one night of underage 
drinking.
1. Follow the Golden Rule of 
drinking: Liquor then beer, you’re 
in the clear. Beer then liquor, 
never been sicker. This makes it 
easier to pace yourself, and you 
don't want to over do it.
2. Eat a meal before you drink. 
The food will help absorb what 
you're drinking instead of letting it 
go straight into your bloodstream.
3. Double check that you have 
your ID on you at all times. This is 
pretty self-explanatory, but losing 
your identification can be a huge 
hassle to replace and will end the 
night abruptly.
4. Don't text, call or Snapchat 
while under the influence: 
because you will most likely 
regret it later.
BREW OIVMPICS TOURNAMENT (°>0EITAPIEX ARENA 21* ONLY
FEBRUARY 14 & 15
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I
The West Fulton Dairy Queen is on it’s third 
generation of ownership by the Makowski family 
(close to 50 years...if not a bit more:). Just as 
the Dairy Queen brand has been a deep part of 
the american story, so has the West Fulton DQ 
been a constant in the west side community. 
Some of our customers came to the DQ window 
as children under my grandparents ownership 
with their spare change to get their favorite treat, 
worked for my parents to earn extra cash during 
high school, and now bring their children on 
Sunday afternoons after a day at the zoo (another 
west side staple:). The West Fulton Dairy Queen 
has always been an integral member of the west 
side community and business district, whether
■ V> V£f.
through supporting local events, donating treats 
and money to local charities, and even but not 
limited to lending hands to local individuals.
Dairy Queen “fans” all have their favorites 
(mine is simply the tried and true Buster Bar:). 
Some of our older patrons are fond of our classic 
Shakes/Floats/and Freezes. And then there are the 
baby boomers, that are partial to our Royal Treats, 
like the Banana Split, the Peanut Buster Parfait, or 
the Royal Sundaes that have been around since 
the early 80’s. But the ever popular Blizzard in it’s
many flavor options and add-ons is probably our 
signature favorite, but never to forget a modest but 
delightful DQ soft serve cone dipped in chocolate 
(and nuts if you’re feeling decadent:).
The West Fulton Dairy Queen is constantly 
striving to be an impeccable corner of the 
community conveniently located at Fulton 
and Lane. We pride ourself on staying current, 
remaining affordable, and most importantly 
providing outstanding friendly service. We are 
eager to serve the Grand Valley community, and 
ensure the quality treats required to keep our 
future leaders inspired to strive to be their best... 
.”We Treat You Right”!
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URLUE mERLS
nauoH tMNMMCM, moMn Hum, mo chips, hppushuci, ok mnvw
tl 6AIUE0 CHICKED SADOUHCH. . . . . . . $5.66
#2 HOI ON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $377
#3 BBQ SADOUHCH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $472
♦4 CHIll CHEESE D06. . . . . . . . $472
*5 TUIO CHIll CHEESE D06S. . . . . . . . . . $7.16
*6fOOHOD6 HOT DOS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.66
♦7 FOOUOne CHIll CHEESE 006. . . . . . . $7.18
(MMMUN, CHOCOUM MO TU«T)
CODE Of___ $1.42 echocoerti, chirpy, mo ntterscoich)
PECHDS.
FIRUORS CHOCOUITt, tlRRUMIEMY, PMERPPif, CHERRY, OIEHIE M
ide nr he, moRunMuiwi, hoe fume, CRRomi, mo perhui niter 
mOOLRTTE
SIT)All.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.67
IDEOlUfll. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.54
IAR6E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.61
FREDCH IIRM1R, CRPPUCQflO, HIOCHR RRO CRRRFWl
ORIdHS
COKE, DKT COKE, ROOT BEER, SPRITE, BUIE POWERROE
small................... $T.65
imomm..................... $i.83
LRME. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.12
ORSRfll BOTTIED UIRTER... $1.41
■
HOT 006. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - $1.83
WITH CHIll,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.36
WITH CHEESE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.36
WITH CHILI fr CHEESE. . . . -.$2.59
FOOTIOD6 HOT 006_ _ _ _ _ $3.54
WITH CHIU.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.61
WITH CHEESE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.61
WITH CHIU 6 CHEESE. . . . . $4.24
BUZZARDS
mini. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.63
STTIRll. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.36
mfDIUm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.77
LRR6E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.24
EXTRA CADDIES. . . . . . . . . . . . $6.71
BUZZARD flAUORS: HEATH, fflftm, COOKIE D0U6H, 
BUTTERFID6ER, REESES PEADUT BUTTER CUP, HAWRHAD, OREO, 
TROPICAL, PEADUT BUTTED CRUDCH, CHOCOLATE EXTREdlE, 
CHOCOLATE COUERED CHERRY, HEATH CAPPUCCIDO, 6E0R6IA 
I06E, SDICHERS, STRAWBERRY CHEESEQUAHE
ORRdGE JULIUS
small.................... $3.67
imomm......................... $3.54
IAB6C-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.61
BOOSIS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.61
BRDRAA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.88
STRRUFUERRY RROMIR, nUfftf IfRRY, tTRRWERRY,
mWlGO P$0ERP^1E, & OR ROW
AOVfll TREATS
PEADUT BUTTER BASH. . . . . $3.54
BADADR SPLIT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.54
PERDU! BUSTER PARfAIT....$3.54 
STRAWBERRY SH0RTCAHE..$3.54
pfcnn muosuoE. . . . . . . . . . $3.54
BROWDIE EARTHQUAH. . . . . $3.54
TRIPLE CHOCOLATE UTOP... $3.54
WAfFLE BOWL SUDOAE $4.61
WAFFLE COM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.36
PREdllUm FRUTI SmOOTHIES/LIGHT SITTOOTHIES
SfTlAll. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.36
mfoium. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.77
LAR6E. . . . . . . . . . . . ............ $4.24
XLAA6E............ . . . . . . . . . . . $3.72
SHRHES, IT1RITS, SODRS, FREEZES ROD FLOATS
smau. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.59
ITlEDlUfn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.67
LAA6E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.54
ARCTIC RUSH
small....-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.65
mEDium. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.89
LARGE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.12
XIAR6E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.38
non, IFfTMXHIM, CHERRY, KHW-STRRUWERRV, BlUE-RRSPtERRY
TAHE HOfTIE
DULY BARS
chocoerie, cherry, herth, ntterhwo, choc/choc, rro chocoerie mm) 
DO SU6AA AOOEO DULY BAR 
00 SADDWICH
STAR KISS (RED, WHITE, ADO BLUE)
$1.33 EACH OR 6 PACK.. . . . $8.66
BUSTER BAR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.83
6 PACH BUSTER BARS. . . . . . . $9.43
FROZEd LEmOdAOES/lEfflOdAOE CHILLERS
smau......................$2.12
IKONim....................$2.38
laaat.................. $2.53
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For those underclassmen, those without a car, or 
generally those who like staying on campus, there 
are still many options available for something to 
do on the weekends. Kirkhof is always showing a
different movie that students can attend for free.
.
Many fellow students also spend a lot of time 
working on performances that are often free or 
a minimal cost to attend - such as choir or band 
concerts, theater plays and dance recitals. Students 
should check often to see what's happening in the 
Performing Arts Center because new performances 
are frequently going oil
GVSU sports teams are also really good, 
at least most of the time, and it seems like the i 
sport that receives any real attention is ioou>an. 
There are many other sports teams out 
you should check out. Finding a sport that
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In better weather, students can also go explore the 
arboretum or take a walk along the woods pathways. There 
we many hidden objects in the woods that are fun to look 
for in addition to enjoying nature. Even just walking around 
campus and going to buildings and places you don’t normally 
go can be a good time.
Though it may not sound like fun, going to the 
rec center can also be a good way to spend an hour or so.
Jxercising on some of the machines, running on the track or 
going to the weight room - while difficult, especiflly if you’re
out of shape - can give a great feeling of accomplishment and
motivation.
£■$$$'£$.Av
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Join us for meetings 
Mondays at 9pm in 
Kirkhof room 2270!
RKHOF THER
Showings daily in the Kirkhof Theater at 
11am, 2pm, 5pm & 9pm!
2/10 - 2/16: About Time 
2/17 - 2/23: White House Down
FREE POPCORN 2/21 @ 9PM 
2/24 - 3/2: Despicable Me 2 
3/10 - 3/16: Catching Fire
FREE POPCORN 3/14 @
alf.c
:15pm
..____ •
facebook.com/spotlightgv 
□ @spotlightgv 
06 @spotlightgv °^lC)pr oduc^°n {
Check Spotlight Productions Facebook and 
Twitter for more info about the artist!
H.uitljoni -
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Grand Rapids has a lot to offer if you are 
the Grand Rapids Art Museum, the (irand 
Rosa Parks Circle such as live performance.
arts, including 
happenings at 
e lessons during
the summer, and other events at the Van \udd Sports fans also
tjV. •*.'\v* ~ v* X ft a
have a lot of options including attend(|i Ju Whilecaps or Gridins game. 
There is even roller derby, which 
feel like sitting through an event,
is live performances. If you don’t
ryKfe,..
can also grab a frozen yogurt or
other tasty treat and just walk around downtown ai id enjoy the city.
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Irish On Ionia
For Grand Valley State University 
students looking for a fun night out, 
BarFly Ventures has four locations 
around Grand Rapids. BarFly consists 
of HopCat, McFadden’s, Stellas Lounge, 
and Grand Rapids Brewing Co.
“The culture in Grand Rapids - and 
in Michigan the beer and craft culture
- is very strong,” said Shane Philipsen, 
director of events at BarFly. “A lot of 
people are coming to our locations for 
a great time and for the service and 
knowledge our staff has.”
A big event that BarFly has coming 
up is the Irish on Ionia event to celebrate 
St. Patricks Day. This year will be the 
fourth annual, and has grown from 
1,000 to an expected 20,000 attendees
- expanding from one to two blocks. 
There is live entertainment all day, a 
band and DJ stage, an Irish inspired 
food court, and events amongst each 
BarFly location.
Irish on Ionia also draws attention 
to the unique atmosphere and staff 
knowledge for BarFly s locations.
“For HopCat, to be a server you have 
to have the requirements of a cicerone or 
wine professional,” Philipsen said. “They 
have to know what beer goes in what 
glass. People are getting an education 
out of it as well and are learning about 
the beer.”
Stellas Lounge has also received 
high accolades, including being given 
the title of “Best Burger in America” 
accordingto the July 2012 issue of GQ 
magazine. Philipsen said that Stellas has 
over 200 whiskeys and, BarFly overall, 
strives for sustainability.
The owner, Mark Sellers, was a 
top hedge fund manager in Chicago 
before starting his own business. He 
got into the bar business and named his 
because he considered himself a bar fly, 
Philipsen said. HopCat was the first bar 
Sellers opened and has had tremendous 
success, including being named the third 
best beer bar in the world, according to 
Beer Advocate.
“I’ve been in the business for a
very long time, and (Sellers’) success 
is unheard of, especially in such a short 
amount of time,” Philipsen said.
Irish on Ionia general admission 
from Feb. 15-22 is 10 dollars and after 
Feb. 22 is only 15 dollars. Live music 
includes The Waxies, Tallymoore, 
Peat in the Creel, Paddy’s Cure, Arden 
Academy of Irish Dance, The Billies and 
The Tosspints. For more information on 
the event, visit irishonionia.com.
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Hosting is the final step for the learned partier. While it 
takes a lot of preparation, hosting a gathering can be fun for 
all your guests and convenient for yourself.
The first step is cleaning your home/apartment/ 
living space. Guests don’t want to have to play leapfrog over 
your junk to get around your party. It ruins the fun and is 
really awkward for people attending to see everything you 
own sitting out in the open. If you don’t want it stolen or 
broken, it should be put away.
Buy food and drinks. For drinks, it is important 
to remember that if people under 21 are drinking alcohol at 
your party, you are responsible few it. There arc many easy 
party snacks you can make that are low cost-high volume. 
Few example, pizza rolls, pigs in a blanket, cake, cookies and 
many more. There are many party staples that everyone loves 
and just add something extra to the gathering you host. If 
you don’t want to provide all the food yourself, a potluck 
party can be convenient and help defray the cost. It’s also
interesting to see what people bring so you can try new foods 
you’ve never had before.
Themed parties can be fun as long as you plan 
accordingly and buy supplies to give it whatever feel you are 
going for. If you have games and music that go along with the 
theme, it can help set the mood even if you don’t have many 
decorations. Some fun games to play with guests include 
ones where everyone is involved and where you can get to 
know some of the other people there - such as Never Have I 
Ever, Euchre or memory games.
People also have to know about the event you’re 
hosting in order to come, obviously. It’s easy and quick to 
create a Facebook event, or, if you want a smaller gathering, 
tell the group of people you want to invite via text, email or 
in person. It’s nice to let your neighbors know beforehand, 
too, so they can either come to your event or at least know it’s 
going on. Good luck hosting!
Cake tental.com
Real or Not? Who will know?
omio
Rental Cost $350
Rental Cost $175
Cost $150
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Fun Cakes
Students looking to save money for 
a special occasion often have a hard 
time finding a good deal, but FunCakes 
helps solve this problem. FunCakes 
creates both real and fake cakes to their 
customers’ specifications.
cake and buy the real elsewhere to 
save money. Customers that do order 
the real cakes from them often do so 
because of the unique flavors offered. 
Aya said their most popular kind of 
cake is lemon with mango frosting.
“You can’t get something like that 
from Costco,” Aya said. “If they want a 
nicer cake to serve, they get it from us.”
For their fake cakes, there are 130 
different cakes that customers can 
choose from, or they can send a photo 
of what they want and FunCakes will 
make it for them, Aya said. The fake 
cakes are made from styrofoam that is 
covered in fondant, and designs can be 
found at cakerental.com
“(People) use fake cakes as a display 
and then serve sheet cakes to their 
guests,” said Kimberly Aya, owner of 
FunCakes. “We do mainly fake cakes 
that people rent.”
The real cakes come in 36 set designs, 
and customers can choose online what 
style of cake they want, the flavor, and 
the filling. These are displayed on their 
website, FunCakesGR.com.
Aya said that of their customers, 
about half order their real cakes from 
FunCakes while others just rent a fake
“I think that in Grand Rapids, you 
either have your cakes from Meijer or 
super high end cakes, and we’re the
nice middle ground,” Aya said. “You 
can get a designed cake for 59 dollars, 
or get a fake cake that looks good.”
Though FunCakes has only been 
in business for seven years, its success 
has taken off. Their cakes have been 
featured on the movie, “The Hangover,” 
Calvin Klein photo shoots, Estee 
Lauder product shoots, and many 
more. Aya said that they ship cakes all 
over the world, and often do 360 cakes 
in three weeks.
“Thanks to the Internet, we’ve been 
able to make it global,” she said.
FunCakesSR.com
36 Designer Cakes to order online = yum !!
Butter Cream cakes with fondant accents, each cake 
serves 20 to 25 people. Cakes are made fresh for pickup on
the scheduled pickup date; 
between 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.
